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ABSTRACT
Context. Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) are the primary source of strong space weather disturbances at Earth. Their geo-
effectiveness is largely determined by their dynamic pressure and internal magnetic fields, for which reliable predictions at Earth
are not possible with traditional cone CME models.
Aims. We study two well-observed Earth-directed CMEs using the EUropean Heliospheric FORecasting Information Asset (EUH-
FORIA) model, testing for the first time the predictive capabilities of a linear force-free spheromak CME model initialised using
parameters derived from remote-sensing observations.
Methods. Using observation-based CME input parameters, we perform magnetohydrodynamic simulations of the events with EUH-
FORIA, using the cone and spheromak CME models.
Results. Simulations show that spheromak CMEs propagate faster than cone CMEs when initialised with the same kinematic pa-
rameters. We interpret these differences as result of different Lorentz forces acting within cone and spheromak CMEs, which lead to
different CME expansions in the heliosphere. Such discrepancies can be mitigated by initialising spheromak CMEs with a reduced
speed corresponding to the radial speed only. Results at Earth evidence that the spheromak model improves the predictions of B (Bz)
up to 12–60 (22–40) percentage points compared to a cone model. Considering virtual spacecraft located within ±10◦ around Earth,
B (Bz) predictions reach 45–70% (58–78%) of the observed peak values. The spheromak model shows inaccurate predictions of the
magnetic field parameters at Earth for CMEs propagating away from the Sun-Earth line.
Conclusions. The spheromak model successfully predicts the CME properties and arrival time in the case of strictly Earth-directed
events, while modelling CMEs propagating away from the Sun-Earth line requires extra care due to limitations related to the assumed
spherical shape. The spatial variability of modelling results and the typical uncertainties in the reconstructed CME direction advocate
the need to consider predictions at Earth and at virtual spacecraft located around it.
Key words. Sun: coronal mass ejections (CMEs) – Sun: heliosphere – Sun: magnetic fields – (Sun:) solar-terrestrial relations –
(Sun:) solar wind – Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD)
1. Introduction
Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) are large-scale eruptions of
plasma and magnetic fields from the Sun, and are considered
to be the main drivers of strong space weather events at Earth
(Gosling 1993; Koskinen & Huttunen 2006). They are extremely
common events, occurring at a rate that depends on the solar cy-
cle and that can exceed 10 CMEs per day during solar maxima
(Robbrecht et al. 2009). CMEs mostly originate from active re-
gions (ARs), where magnetic energy is stored in sheared and
twisted magnetic field structures. Eventually these structures be-
come unstable and erupt, releasing plasma and magnetic fields
in the form of CMEs that propagate outwards in the heliosphere,
subsequently affecting planetary systems and space missions in
the Solar System. From a terrestrial perspective, Earth-directed
CMEs are the most important ones in terms of space weather im-
plications and effects on our planet (Webb et al. 2000; Michalek
et al. 2006), as they can cause significant damages to space mis-
sions and ground-based infrastructures, affecting a wide range
of industry and service sectors (Schrijver et al. 2015) as well as
military operations (Knipp et al. 2018).
When observed in situ, the interplanetary counterparts of
CMEs are denoted as Interplanetary CMEs (ICMEs). The most
relevant parameters assessing their potential impact on Earth, or
"geo-effectiveness", are their speed, density and internal mag-
netic field at arrival (Akasofu et al. 1973; Burton et al. 1975;
Dumbovic´ et al. 2015; Kilpua et al. 2017). The first two pa-
rameters contribute to the dynamic pressure of the impinging
solar wind, which typically peaks in association with the pas-
sage of interplanetary shocks developing at the front of ICMEs.
Although interplanetary shocks can cause significant magneto-
spheric compression and have been proven to be a source of ge-
omagnetic activity (Tsurutani et al. 2011; Oliveira & Samsonov
2018), strong geomagnetic storms are mainly driven by the inter-
nal magnetic structure of ICMEs (Gonzalez et al. 1994; Zhang
et al. 2007; Lugaz et al. 2016). Accurate predictions of the ICME
magnetic field strength and orientation at Earth, and particularly
that of its Bz component, are therefore needed in order to reliably
predict the geo-effectiveness of ICME structures.
Over the past decades, the solar and space physics commu-
nity have developed a variety of models to predict the time of
arrival (ToA) of CMEs and some of their basic parameters such
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as the speed and density characteristics at Earth and other lo-
cations in space (see Riley et al. 2018 for an updated list of
models). Among them, physics-based heliospheric models that
describe CMEs by means of cone models have gained an im-
portant position in space weather operations, due to their rel-
ative simplicity of use and robustness (e.g. the ENLIL model,
Odstrcil et al. 2004). In cone models, CMEs are described as
hydrodynamic blobs of plasma characterised by a self-similar
expanding geometry (Xie et al. 2004; Xue et al. 2005), that are
injected in the heliosphere with a magnetic field equal to the
one of the background solar wind. Due to this simplified de-
scription of the CME structure, cone models are not suitable
to study and predict the magnetic field structure associated to
ICMEs; on the other hand, they have been successfully used
to study the global evolution of CMEs and the propagation of
their shock fronts in the heliosphere, to assess the CME arrival
(yes/no) at Earth and other spacecraft locations, and to predict
CME arrival times at a given location (see for example Cash
et al. 2015; Mays et al. 2015; Guo et al. 2018). In the attempt
to overcome the cone model limitations, recent efforts have fo-
cused on modelling CMEs using more realistic flux-rope models,
such as spheromaks or toroidal-like structures (see for example
Shiota & Kataoka 2016; Jin et al. 2017). In particular, EUHFO-
RIA (EUropean Heliospheric FORecasting Information Asset;
Pomoell & Poedts 2018) is a new solar wind and CME propa-
gation model that has been recently extended to model CMEs as
spheromak flux-rope structures. Verbeke et al. (2019) provided a
detailed analysis of the spheromak model in EUHFORIA, high-
lighting promising improvements in the magnetic field predic-
tions at Earth for one test case CME event. However, they ini-
tialised the spheromak CME using input parameters that were
only partially derived from observations. In order to consistently
develop a tool for predicting the ICME properties at L1 and their
geo-effectiveness, one would need to constrain all the CME input
parameters from remote-sensing observations at the Sun, ideally
reducing the number of unconstrained CME input parameters to
zero. At the same time, a study of more than one case study CME
event is necessary in order to quantify the prediction improve-
ments in different conditions, and to asses the model limitations.
In this work, we aim to assess how well the spheromak
model can actually predict the ICME parameters at Earth, and
particularly its magnetic signature, when it is initialised using
observational parameters only. The paper is structured as fol-
lows. In Section 2 we briefly describe the EUHFORIA model
and compare the cone and spheromak CME models currently
implemented. In Section 3 we discuss in the detail the deter-
mination of the CME kinematic, geometric and magnetic pa-
rameters at 0.1 Astronomical Unit (AU) from multi-spacecraft
remote-sensing observations of CMEs and related source regions
at the Sun. Section 4 contains a detailed description of the two
CME events selected as case studies. In Section 5 we present
the simulation set up and we compare simulation results with
observational data of the two case studies considered in this pa-
per. After simulating each CME event using both the cone and
the spheromak model, we study the modelled CME propagation
in the heliosphere and discuss similarities and differences be-
tween the two models. Moreover, we investigate the predictions
of the ICME properties at L1, discussing the spheromak capa-
bilities and limitations in the case of well-observed CME events.
In Section 6 we discuss the results and consider future improve-
ments and applications. In this work we investigate the solar and
heliospheric evolution of the CMEs, while a detailed study of
the predicted CME geo-effectiveness in terms of the induced ge-
omagnetic activity will be addressed in a second paper.
2. Modelling CMEs with EUHFORIA
EUHFORIA is a new physics-based coronal and heliospheric
model designed for space weather research and prediction pur-
poses, that models the background solar wind and CMEs in the
heliosphere up to 2 AU. The model is composed of two main
parts: (1) the coronal model, which takes as input synoptic mag-
netograms from the Global Oscillation Network Group (GONG)
and then provides the plasma quantities at 0.1 AU, correspond-
ing to the heliospheric inner boundary, using a semi-empirical
Wang-Sheeley-Arge-like model (WSA; Arge et al. 2004). (2)
The heliospheric model solves three-dimensional (3D) time-
dependent magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) equations to gener-
ate a self-consistent model of the background solar wind be-
tween 0.1 AU and 2 AU based on the output of the coronal
model. In addition to modelling the background solar wind, EU-
HFORIA can also model CMEs either using the well-established
but limited cone model (Section 2.1) or using a linear force-free
spheromak model (Section 2.2). CMEs are initialised as time-
dependent inner boundary conditions at 0.1 AU, corresponding
to the inner boundary of the heliospheric domain.
2.1. The cone CME model
One simple approach to model CMEs in the heliosphere is by
means of a cone model, which describes CMEs as uniformly-
filled bubbles of plasma characterised by a spherical shape
(Odstrcil et al. 2004; Scolini et al. 2018). In cone models, CMEs
are treated as dense, spherical blobs of plasma injected in the he-
liosphere without any internal magnetic field structure, e.g. their
internal magnetic field is just the one of the background solar
wind. Due to this simplified description, the major limitation of
cone models is their inability to accurately predict the magnetic
field properties of ICMEs; for this reason, they can only be used
to model the propagation of CME-driven shock fronts and not
that of their drivers. In EUHFORIA, cone CMEs are initialised
specifying a set of 7 input parameters defining the CME kine-
matics and geometry during the CME insertion at the heliocen-
tric distance of 0.1 AU (=21.5 solar radii, hereafter Rs), corre-
sponding to the inner boundary of the heliospheric model. These
parameters, namely the CME insertion time, its speed vCME, di-
rection of propagation (latitude θ and longitude φ), and angu-
lar half width ω/2 at 0.1 AU, are usually derived from coro-
nagraphic observations of the CME. In addition, two extra pa-
rameters defining the CME mass density and temperature are set
to be homogeneous and equal to the following default values:
ρCME = 1 · 10−18 kg ·m−3 and TCME = 0.8 · 106 K (Pomoell &
Poedts 2018).
2.2. The linear force-free spheromak CME model
EUHFORIA has been recently extended to be able to model
CMEs as flux-ropes structures, potentially allowing for a more
realistic study of the CME propagation and evolution in the
heliosphere. The linear force-free spheromak model (Chan-
drasekhar & Kendall 1957; Shiota & Kataoka 2016) is the first
flux-rope model that has been implemented in EUHFORIA (Ver-
beke et al. 2019). This model describes the flux-rope structure
as a force-free magnetic field configuration characterised by a
global spherical shape. Once completely inserted in the helio-
sphere, a spheromak CME will therefore be completely discon-
nected from the Sun. It is important to note that studies on the
global shape of ICMEs at 1 AU based on in-situ and remote-
sensing observations, have provided evidence that the axes of
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magnetic flux-rope structures in ICMEs can be described as hav-
ing ellipsoidal shapes often still connected to the Sun (Janvier
et al. 2013). As such, the spheromak flux-rope model is able to
approximate the structure of ICME flux-ropes only locally, while
it is not able to reproduce their global, large-scale geometry.
When simulating CMEs in EUHFORIA using the sphero-
mak model, three additional input parameters are needed com-
pared to that required by the cone model. These parameters, that
determine the CME internal magnetic field, are the helicity sign
(chirality), the tilt, and the toroidal magnetic flux at 0.1 AU. In
the current implementation, the mass density and temperature
inside the CME are set to be uniform, and prescribed according
to the same default values as used in cone CMEs.
2.3. Role of the Lorentz force on CME propagation
In the ideal MHD description, Newton’s second law assumes the
form of a momentum equation which in an Eulerian frame can
be written as
∂(ρv)
∂t
= −ρv · ∇v + j × B − ∇P (1)
where ρ is the mass density, v is the fluid velocity vector, B is
the magnetic field, P = ρT kBmp is the plasma (thermal) pressure,
and j ×B is the Lorentz force. The Lorentz force can also be ex-
pressed as the sum of a magnetic pressure and magnetic tension
term, as:
∂(ρv)
∂t
= −ρv · ∇v + (B · ∇)B
µ0
− ∇(P + Pmag), (2)
where µ0 is the magnetic permeability of vacuum, and Pmag =
B2
2µ0
is the magnetic pressure. In Equation 2 a positive pressure
gradient ∇(P + Pmag) acts as an expanding force on a parcel of
fluid, while a negative pressure gradient generates a compres-
sion. On the other hand, the magnetic tension (B·∇)B
µ0
acts as a
restoring force against the bending of magnetic field lines. In
an MHD description, the evolution of any plasma structure, par-
ticularly that of CMEs, is therefore governed by the interplay
between the two terms, as well as by the plasma inertia.
In general, it can be envisaged that, for a given background
solar wind, the plasma characterising a CME will evolve dif-
ferently depending on the particular CME model used. Cone
CMEs have very weak internal magnetic fields, hence their in-
ternal pressure is simply
Pc = P + Pmag ' P. (3)
No significant magnetic pressure gradient or tension terms are
present, due to the fact that the CME only has the background
solar wind magnetic field. In heliospheric simulations, prescrip-
tions of TCME and ρCME in cone CMEs are usually such that
P > Psw, so that the positive pressure gradient at the CME-solar
wind interface generates an expansion of the CME body.
The evolution of flux-rope CMEs is more heavily affected
by Lorentz forces acting within and around their bodies. In gen-
eral, flux-rope configurations are non-force-free (j×B , 0), and
in this case internal electric currents j non-parallel to B are re-
sponsible for the occurrence of the so-called Lorentz self-force
acting within CME bodies (Subramanian et al. 2014). In the case
of force-free flux-ropes (j×B = 0) such as the spheromak model
employed in this work, internal electric currents j are, by con-
struction, parallel to B. Although within these flux-ropes the
Lorentz force vanishes as long as the force-free condition holds,
a non-zero Lorentz force can develop at the CME-solar wind in-
terface due to local force imbalances mainly associated to pres-
sure gradients. Within spheromak CMEs, the internal pressure is
PFR = P + Pmag. (4)
where Pmag  P, i.e. spheromak CMEs are generally low-
β, magnetically-dominated objects. As PFR > Pc, spheromak
CMEs are subject to higher (positive) pressure gradients at the
CME-solar wind interface than cone ones, suggesting a stronger
expansion according to Equation 2. At the same time, magnetic
tension terms can become significant in response to strong bend-
ings of the flux-rope magnetic field lines. In heliospheric sim-
ulations, the Lorentz force can therefore be expected to play a
major role in CME evolution even when the internal magnetic
field structure of the CME is defined as a force-free configura-
tion.
Lorentz forces acting on CMEs are interpreted to be at the
origin of two major global effects that are often observed in rela-
tion to CME/ICME evolution: CME acceleration and CME ex-
pansion. The two effects are discussed below.
CME acceleration/propagation. CME accelerating be-
haviours in the corona have often been explained in terms of
Lorentz self-forces (Subramanian et al. 2014, and references
therein). From Equation 1, the Lorentz force can manifest in
the form of self-force due to misaligned currents and magnetic
fields within evolving flux-rope structures. This is expected to
occur particularly in the case of traditional, loop-like flux-ropes
connected at both end to the Sun, where the curvature of their
toroidal (axial) magnetic field induces an asymmetry between
the leading and the trailing parts of the loop. This asymmetry
is associated to a magnetic pressure gradient that results in an
outwardly-directed force that accelerates the flux-rope (Subra-
manian & Vourlidas 2009). Subramanian & Vourlidas (2007) in-
vestigated the impact of the magnetic pressure on CME kine-
matics in the range 2-30 Rs, studying the energetics of CMEs
in terms of the evolution of their kinetic and magnetic energy
reservoirs from coronal observations. Their study provided ob-
servational evidence that the CME kinematics in such range of
distances cannot be explained in terms of the drag force alone,
and that the Lorentz self-force needs to be taken into account
to explain CME kinematics, i.e. their speed behaviour. Due to
its symmetrical magnetic structure, the linear force-free sphero-
mak model employed in this work should in principle be weakly
associated to the Lorentz self-force, as its magnetic structure is
defined as symmetric in its leading and trailing portions.
CME expansion. The second major observational conse-
quence of Lorentz forces acting on CMEs/ICMEs, is their ex-
pansion. In relation to Equation 2, indications that the internal
pressure in CME bodies in the corona and in the heliosphere is
dominant compared to the magnetic tension acting against the
bending of magnetic field lines are provided by evidences of
CME expansion in both remote-sensing and in-situ observations
of CMEs/ICMEs. For example, in the solar corona starting from
a height of about 2.5-3 Rs, CMEs are often observed to evolve
with a self-similar expanding behaviour (Cremades & Bothmer
2004; Kilpua et al. 2012), which has been interpreted as evi-
dence of non-force-free conditions (Subramanian et al. 2014).
An evidence that CME expansion is still occurring within MCs
at 1 AU is provided by the plasma velocity profiles, which of-
ten show a linear variation along the spacecraft trajectory, with
a higher velocity at the ICME front than at its back (Burlaga
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et al. 1982; Lepping et al. 2008). As discussed by Démoulin &
Dasso (2009), heliospheric ICME expansion is primarily due to
the drop in the solar wind pressure at increasing radial distance
from the Sun. This effect is expected to affect the propagation
of spheromak CMEs in our simulations as consequence of force
imbalances (via magnetic pressure gradient) developing at the
CME-solar wind interface.
In summary, the CME evolution is related to both the internal
CME properties, and the (external) solar wind plasma properties,
and it originates from force unbalances within CMEs and at their
interaction surface with the solar wind. When modelling CMEs
in EUHFORIA, which forces dominate depends on the particular
CME model chosen. In Section 5 we will discuss how this affects
the heliospheric propagation of CMEs in EUHFORIA, and how
these differences can be mitigated by adjusting the CME input
parameters in the simulations, based on observational parameters
in the corona.
3. Deriving the CME parameters from source region
and coronal observations
In this Section, we discuss how to constrain the CME geometric,
kinematic, and magnetic parameters that are needed as input pa-
rameters at 0.1 AU, from remote-sensing observations of CMEs
and their source regions.
3.1. Kinematic and geometric parameters
To derive the CME geometric and kinematic parameters, we
fit each CME with a croissant-like 3D shape using the Gradu-
ated Cylindrical Shell model (GCS; Thernisien et al. 2009; Th-
ernisien 2011). We use contemporaneous observations of CMEs
in the solar corona from the Large Angle and Spectrometric
COronagraph (LASCO) instrument on board the Solar and He-
liospheric Observatory (SOHO Brueckner et al. 1995), and from
the Sun Earth Connection Coronal and Heliospheric Investiga-
tion (SECCHI) instrument on board the Solar TErrestrial RE-
lations Observatory (STEREO Howard et al. 2008). The results
Fig. 1: Schematic of the GCS model, adapted from (Thernisien
2011): face-on (left) and edge-on (right) representations. In the
case α = 0, the face-on and edge-on views coincide.
of the fitting using the GCS model allow to estimate the follow-
ing instantaneous quantities: the CME direction of propagation
in terms of its longitude φ and latitude θ (in Stonyhurst helio-
graphic coordinates), the height of the CME apex h f ront, the tilt
angle around the axis of symmetry γ (with respect to the solar
equator), the half angle between the legs α, and the half angle of
the cone δ, related to the "aspect ratio" κ by the relation κ = sin δ.
The geometrical meaning of all the parameters is shown in Fig-
ure 1. By applying the GCS model to a sequence of images, one
can extract the 3D speed at the CME apex from the derivative of
the CME apex height over time:
v3D =
dh f ront
dt
. (5)
Following the discussion in Section 2.3, here we are interested in
estimating the contributions to the total 3D speed coming from
both the expansion and radial speed terms, starting from observa-
tions. As pointed out by several previous studies (Dal Lago et al.
2003; Schwenn et al. 2005; Gopalswamy et al. 2012), separating
the expansion and radial speed contributing to the total speed
of a CME is non-trivial. In the case of single-spacecraft corona-
graphic observations, the expansion speed can be directly quan-
tified only for CMEs that are observed as limb events. In the case
of multi-spacecraft observations, however, one can estimate the
expansion term fitting the CME body with a geometrical shape.
In this work, we propose an approach based on employing the
CME parameters obtained from the GCS model, as described
below. At the CME apex, i.e. along the CME axis of propaga-
tion, for a self-similarly propagating CME in the corona, the 3D
speed at any time can be expressed as sum of two contributions,
the radial speed vrad and the expansion speed vexp:
v3D = vrad + vexp. (6)
Using the same notation as Thernisien (2011), and for κ constant
in time (i.e. a self-similarly expanding CME), one can express
the radial and expansion contribution as
vrad =
1
1 + κ
dh f ront
dt
(7)
and
vexp =
κ
1 + κ
dh f ront
dt
. (8)
We redirect the reader to Appendix A for the analytical deriva-
tion of Equations 7 and 8, including the general case when
κ = κ(t). These relations provide a geometrically-based method
that allows to quantify the expansion and radial speeds associ-
ated to a CME directly from the parameters obtained from the
GCS reconstruction. This approach represents an alternative to
using empirical relations to derive the CME expansion speed.
Since empirical relations only apply to statistically relevant set
of events, they may provide inaccurate results for a specific CME
event (see Dal Lago et al. 2003; Schwenn et al. 2005; Gopal-
swamy et al. 2012). At the same time, the methodology de-
scribed above implicitly assumes that a 3D reconstruction of the
CME event under study is possible, i.e., that at least two corona-
graphs observe the CME from different view points. Should this
not be the case, e.g. only single spacecraft observations are avail-
able, the use of empirical relations would still be needed. For
this reason, in Section 3 we compare the method above with em-
pirical relations based on single-spacecraft observations of CME
events. In particular, we consider the empirical relation proposed
by Dal Lago et al. (2003) and Schwenn et al. (2005), linking the
CME (3D) front speed and the CME expansion speed as:
v3D = 2 · 0.88 vexp = 1.76 vexp, (9)
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where vexp is the variation of the CME radius over time. This
relation provides an estimate of the 3D speed starting from ob-
servations of what we think is the expansion speed of a CME. Al-
though more sophisticated relations have been developed to bet-
ter capture the plethora of expansion/radial speed combinations
observed (Gopalswamy et al. 2012), in this work we limit our
attention to Equation 9, as this is the one relying on the smallest
number of parameters. Equation 9 has been fine-tuned for a set
of CME events that have been observed as full-halo events from
Earth (but the same could apply to any other spacecraft in space),
and for which no observations from other directions were avail-
able. In such cases, one can assume that v2D ' vexp. If the 3D
reconstruction of the CME is possible, one can invert Equations
9 and 6 to estimate the expansion and radial speed from the 3D
speed, as{
vexp = 0.57 v3D
vrad = v3D − vexp = 0.43 v3D. (10)
3.2. Magnetic parameters
With the aim of developing a fully predictive methodology,
in this work we constrain the flux-rope magnetic parameters
needed to initialise spheromak CMEs in EUHFORIA directly
from remote-sensing observations of the corona available at the
time of the observed eruptions. The magnetic input parameters
needed in the case of spheromak CMEs are the flux-rope tilt,
the flux-rope chirality, and the flux-rope toroidal magnetic flux
at 0.1 AU. Estimating each of those CME parameters at 0.1 AU
from observations is extremely challenging. In general, strong
approximations combined with photospheric and low-coronal
observations of the source active region before and after the
eruption are needed. To derive each of those parameters for the
case studies analysed in this work, we use the approaches de-
scribed below.
Flux-rope chirality. Magnetic helicity provides a quantifica-
tion of how much the magnetic field is sheared and twisted com-
pared to the lowest-energy state, i.e. the potential field. It exhibits
the unique property of being almost completely conserved over
time, even in presence of magnetic reconnection events (Berger
2005). As a consequence, also its sign, commonly referred to as
handedness or chirality, is a quantity conserved over time.
Observationally, the chirality of active regions and erupting
filaments can be inferred from different morphological features
(see Démoulin & Pariat 2009; Palmerio et al. 2017, and refer-
ences therein). Indeed, several studies have found that the chi-
rality of most MCs matches with the one inferred from the mor-
phological features of the associated source regions and erupt-
ing filaments (Bothmer & Schwenn 1998; Palmerio et al. 2018).
Nevertheless, examples of inconsistency between the chirality
of the source active region and the one of the associated filament
have been observed and interpreted as due to local phenomena
of helicity injections in active regions prior and during the erup-
tion (Chandra et al. 2010; Romano et al. 2011; Zuccarello et al.
2011).
Assuming that the large-scale magnetic field of the active re-
gion has the same chirality of the one of the associated MC, in
this work we determine the chirality of erupting flux-rope from
pre-eruption EUV observations of the CME source regions, con-
sidering in particular EUV sigmoids as its main proxy. We make
use of images obtained by the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly
(AIA) instrument on board the Solar Dynamics Observatory
(SDO; Lemen et al. 2012). Being aware that a robust determi-
nation of the chirality should be based on more than one indica-
tor/proxy, we then compare our estimation with that reported by
Palmerio et al. (2018), who already performed a detailed analy-
sis of both the events considered in this work.
Flux-rope tilt angle/orientation. In general, the orientation of
a CME/flux-rope axis can be altered by rotation phenomena over
a wide range of distances from the Sun. By comparing remote-
sensing and in-situ observations at 1 AU in the case of 20 CME
events, Palmerio et al. (2018) found rotations of the flux-rope
axis ranging between 0◦ and > 150◦. Several studies suggest
that rotations tend to occur within 4 Rs from the Sun (see Kay &
Opher 2015, and references therein), although cases of extreme
rotations (> 60◦) taking place in the middle corona and in the
heliosphere have also been reported (e.g. Vourlidas et al. 2011;
Isavnin et al. 2014). As the amount of these rotations largely
depends on the magnetic configuration of the surroundings of
the CME source regions (e.g. Kay & Opher 2015), estimating
the orientation of CMEs at 0.1 AU requires a detailed analysis
of the source region and its surrounding magnetic fields, which
is difficult to carry out solely on the basis of EUV and magnetic
observations of the source region.
As first approximation, we assume that no CME rotation oc-
curs in the corona, e.g. its orientation at 0.1 AU matches the one
of the filament prior to the eruption. In this case, we can infer
the orientation of the CME flux-rope from the orientation of the
source region polarity inversion line (PIL; Marubashi et al. 2015)
and/or from the orientation of the Post-Eruption Arcades (PEAs;
Yurchyshyn 2008). To determine the orientation of the PIL we
make use of images obtained by the Helioseismic and Magnetic
Imager (HMI) instrument on board SDO (Schou et al. 2012).
Flux-rope toroidal magnetic flux. To derive the flux-rope
toroidal magnetic flux in the corona, we apply a modified version
of the FRED method described by Gopalswamy et al. (2017).
The FRED method uses the PEA area as primary signature in-
dicating the position of flare ribbons, which in turn can be used
to mark the area of a source region where magnetic reconnection
has occurred. Under this assumption, one can compute the recon-
nected flux during an erupting event by computing the total (un-
signed) magnetic flux over the PEA area from line-of-sight mag-
netic field data. Dividing it by 2 in order to recover the (signed)
reconnected flux φRC, one has:
φRC =
1
2
∫
PEA
| Blos | dA = 12 | Blos |tot APEA. (11)
We emphasise that the determination of the reconnected flux is
subject to large uncertainties. For example, Gopalswamy et al.
(2017) found a difference of about 38% between the value ob-
tained using the PEA method and the one from a similar method
based on flare ribbon observations, due to the difficulties in the
identification of the ribbon edges. In another case, Pal et al.
(2017) found a difference of 25% in the φRC obtained from EUV
and X-ray observations of the PEA. This was interpreted as con-
sequence of the fact that the area of the PEA appeared smaller in
EUV than in X-ray images.
Assuming that all reconnected flux φRC goes into the poloidal
magnetic flux φp of the erupted flux-rope (Qiu et al. 2007), one
can estimate the axial field strength B0 for a spheromak flux-rope
as (see Appendix B)
B0 =
α3
2pi
φp(r∗) r∗(
sin(αr∗) − αr∗ cos(αr∗)
) , (12)
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with r∗ being the distance from the center of the spheromak, on
the plane θ = pi/2, where the magnetic field becomes completely
axial (Br = 0, Bθ = 0). The flux-rope toroidal magnetic flux can
be calculated as
φt =
2B0
α2
[
− sin(x01) +
∫ x01
0
sin x
x
dx
]
, (13)
where x01 = αr0 = 4.4934 is the 1st zero of J1 and r0 is the
spheromak radius.
4. Case studies: CMEs on 12 July 2012 and on 14
June 2012
In this Section we present an analysis of the observations of the
two CME events that were selected as case studies in this work,
according to the following criteria:
1. They were observed as Earth-directed, fast halo CMEs by the
SOHO/LASCO C2 and/or C3 coronagraphs, and they were
unambiguously associated with ICMEs at Earth.
2. The in-situ ICME signatures were characterised by a shock
followed by a turbulent sheath region and a magnetic
cloud (MC) structure. This condition was verified from
visual inspection and by consulting the Richardson and
Cane ICME list (Cane & Richardson 2003; Richardson
& Cane 2010, http://www.srl.caltech.edu/ACE/ASC/
DATA/level3/icmetable2.htm).
3. The source regions from where the eruptions originated were
within 40◦ from the solar disk center to limit projection ef-
fects (Gopalswamy et al. 2017), and both SDO/HMI as well
as SDO/AIA remote observations of the source regions were
available to determine the magnetic parameter of the erupted
flux-rope.
4. SOHO/LASCO and STEREO/SECCHI images of the CMEs
in the corona were available from favourable vantage points
in order to perform a 3D multi-spacecraft reconstruction of
the CME kinematic and geometric parameters.
Throughout this work, latitudinal and longitudinal coordinates
are given in Stonyhurst/Heliocentric Earth Equatorial (HEEQ)
coordinates, unless specified otherwise.
4.1. Event 1: CME on 12 July 2012
The first event studied in this work is the halo CME that erupted
on 12 July 2012 from NOAA AR 11520. On the day of the
eruption, the AR was classified as having βγδ magnetic topol-
ogy, according to the Mount Wilson classification (Hale et al.
1919; Künzel 1965), and it was located at coordinates S17E06
on the solar disk. AIA images of the source region show a sig-
moid brightening in the 94 Å filter starting around 15:00 UT,
which was closely followed by an intense GOES X1.4 flare (on-
set: 15:37 - peak: 16:49 - end: 17:30). The associated CME was
first observed in the LASCO C2 coronagraph at 16:48 UT, ap-
pearing as a fast halo CME propagating towards the Earth with
an average projected speed of 885 km s−1. This event has been
already extensively investigated in multiple studies (see for ex-
ample Hu et al. 2016; Gopalswamy et al. 2018; Marubashi et al.
2017). In terms of CME geo-effectiveness forecasting, it is worth
noting that the impact of this event was originally underesti-
mated by the space weather community, which was not expect-
ing the ICME signature at Earth to be characterised by a such
long-lasting, steady and intense southward Bz as was eventually
observed (Webb & Nitta 2017).
4.1.1. Source region and coronal observations
Source region observations. Figure 2 shows AR 11520 on 12
July 2012 as observed by HMI, and by AIA in different EUV
channels. The source region in AIA 94 Å is characterised by the
presence of a forward-S sigmoid, suggesting a positive chirality
for the erupting flux-rope. From a visual inspection of the HMI
magnetogram, the PIL appears inclined by about 45◦ with re-
spect to the solar equator. Assuming a positive chirality and hav-
ing a positive magnetic polarity west of the PIL, we conclude
that the flux-rope that formed in the AR is expected to be a low-
to mid-inclination flux-rope exhibiting a north-east-south (NES)
or east-south-west (ESW) magnetic field rotation (see flux-rope
type classification as described by Palmerio et al. 2017), with an
axial field pointing towards south-east. These results are consis-
tent with those reported by Hu et al. (2016), Gopalswamy et al.
(2018), and Palmerio et al. (2018). Kay et al. (2016) studied in
detail the magnetic environment surrounding the CME source
active region with the ForeCAT model, concluding that this par-
ticular event underwent almost no deflection or rotation during
its early evolution, probably due to its very rapid propagation.
Therefore, it is reasonable to expect the orientation of the flux-
rope structure at 0.1 AU to be consistent with the one at the
source region.
Over the 12 hours following the eruption, a long-lasting, sta-
ble PEA developed in the active region. Applying the method
described by Gopalswamy et al. (2017) (see also Section 3.2) to
AIA 193 Å images of the PEA between 12 July at 18:00 UT and
13 July at 00:00 UT, we derive a PEA area of APEA = 5.5 − 7.7 ·
1015 m2. Over-plotting the PEA area on the HMI magnetogram
at 15:00 UT on 12 July 2012, we estimate the reconnected mag-
netic flux in the PEA region to be φRC = 1.1 − 1.4 · 1014 Wb.
We also compare the results obtained above with the
ones listed in the RIBBONDB catalog (Kazachenko et al.
2017, solarmuri.ssl.berkeley.edu/~kazachenko/
RibbonDB/). The catalog contains properties of ARs and
flare ribbons associated with well-observed GOES solar flares
of class C1.0+. The properties of flare ribbons are obtained
using AIA observations in the 1600 Å filter, and the esti-
mate of the reconnected flux is computed using HMI vector
magnetograms. For AR 11520, the catalogue gives a ribbon
area of AR = 1.3 · 1015 m2, associated with an uncertainty of
±2.8 · 1014 m2, corresponding to about 20% of the total value.
The estimated reconnected magnetic flux in the ribbon region
is reported as φRC,R = 4.3 ± 0.7 · 1013 Wb, with the uncertainty
corresponding to about 15% of the total value.
As APEA is more than a factor four larger than AR, the re-
sulting φRC,R calculated from the ribbon observations is about
a factor two smaller than φRC obtained using the PEA observa-
tions. A similar discrepancy in magnitude between the two esti-
mates was also reported by Gopalswamy et al. (2017) comparing
two analogous methods. Although a detailed comparison of the
two methods for a large number of events would certainly be
extremely valuable to clarify the relationship between PEA and
ribbons, in this work we limit ourselves to the use of the results
obtained from the PEA-based method as it provides the high-
est φRC estimate. As shown in Section 5, this maximises CME
magnetic field signals at 1 AU and provides a better match with
in-situ observations.
Coronal observations and GCS reconstruction. As shown in
Figure 3, on the date of the CME eruption the separation of the
STEREO spacecraft relative to Earth was 120◦ for STEREO-
A and 115◦ for STEREO-B. The separation between the two
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Fig. 2: Event 1: AR 11520 on 12 July 2012. (a) AIA 94 Å image of the pre-eruptive sigmoid. (b) HMI magnetogram with PEA area
overlaid (saturated at -100 gauss and +100 gauss). (c) PEA from AIA 193 Å with the area outlined by a polygon. The dates and
times are shown as YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm in all panels.
Fig. 3: Event 1: projected position of Earth, STEREO-A,
STEREO-B, Mercury and Venus on the ecliptic plane on 12 July
2012 00:00 UT. The black arrow shows the reconstructed longi-
tude of the CME from the GCS fitting. Longitude is in HEEQ
coordinates.
STEREO spacecraft was 125◦. Due to a data gap, the CME was
observed only very early on by LASCO C2 (between 16:48 UT
and 17:24 UT), and it was not observed at all by the LASCO
C3 instrument. For this reason, we apply the GCS fitting to con-
temporaneous images of the CMEs from SECCHI/COR2B and
SECCHI/COR2A only, available in the time interval 16:54 UT
- 18:24 UT. Figure 4 shows the GCS fitting of the CME as
observed by COR2A and COR2B on 12 July 2012 at the last
available frame (18:24 UT) when the CME was still fully con-
tained within the field of view of the instruments. We fit the
CME with a spherical geometry (α = 0) in order to be con-
sistent with the spherical shapes characterizing the CME mod-
els in EUHFORIA. The results obtained from the GCS fitting
for the last frames available (i.e. closest to 0.1 AU) are listed
in Table 1. In the geometrical approach, we estimate the CME
3D speed from Equation 5, and the radial and expansion speeds
from Equations 7 and 8. Extrapolating the CME height in time
Fig. 4: Event 1: SECCHI/COR2B (left) and SECCHI/COR2A
(left) pre-event background-subtracted intensity images on 12
July 2012 at 18:24 UT, with and without the GCS model wire-
frame (in green).
assuming a constant CME speed, the CME passage at 0.1 AU is
estimated to occur on 12 July 2012 at 19:24 UT. We then com-
pare the geometrical approach with two empirical approaches
based on Equations 9 and 10. As LASCO C2 images were only
available before 17:24 UT, we first perform the GCS fitting
to LASCO C2, SECCHI/COR2B and SECCHI/COR2A images
taken at 17:00 UT and 17:12 UT (column 2 in Table 1), esti-
mating the radial and expansion speeds from Equation 7 and 8.
We then apply an empirical approach (hereafter "empirical-3D")
based on the CME 3D reconstruction performed above. In this
case, we use v3D derived from the GCS fitting to derive vrad and
vrad from Equation 10 (column 3 in Table 1). Finally, we test a
completely empirical approach (hereafter "empirical-2D") based
on single-spacecraft observations of the CME from LASCO C2.
Using projected speed data provided by the CDAWeb CME Cat-
alog (https://cdaw.gsfc.nasa.gov/CME_list/), we apply
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Parameter Method
GCS fitting GCS fitting
Date 2012-07-12 2012-07-12
Time 18:24 UT 17:12 UT
h f ront 14.9 Rs 5.6 Rs
φ −4◦ 3◦
θ −8◦ −5◦
κ 0.66 0.60
ω/2 38◦ 34◦
r0 at 0.1 AU 16.8 Rs 14.5 Rs
Geometrical Geometrical Empirical-3D Empirical-2D
v3D 1266 km s−1 1352 km s−1 1352 km s−1 1922 km s−1
vrad 763 km s−1 845 km s−1 582 km s−1 827 km s−1
vexp 503 km s−1 507 km s−1 770 km s−1 1092 km s−1
Table 1: Event 1: CME kinematic parameters derived from the GCS fitting and from the application of the geometrical, empirical-3D
and empirical-2D approaches to derive total (3D), expansion and radial speeds.
Equations 9 and 10 to derive vrad and vrad from observations at
17:24 UT (column 4 in Table 1).
Both the empirical-3D and the empirical-2D approaches give
different results than the geometrical method. On one hand, the
total (3D) speed of the CME obtained from the empirical-2D
approach is almost a factor 2 higher than the one obtained from
the geometrical approach. On the other hand the empirical-3D
approach estimates the expansion speed to be higher than the
radial speed, while the geometrical approach finds the opposite
condition.
Derived magnetic parameters. From PEA observations at
23:00 UT, we derive the flux-rope axial magnetic field and
toroidal magnetic flux at 0.1 AU from Equations 12 and 13, us-
ing the spheromak radius calculated from the half width derived
from the GCS fitting of the CME (see Table 1), assuming that the
CME evolved self-similarly in the corona up to 0.1 AU. The re-
sulting values from APEA = 7.7 ·1015 m2 and φRC ' 1.4 ·1014 Wb
are B0 ' 2.9·10−6 T and φt = 1.0·1014 Wb, consistent with those
reported by Gopalswamy et al. (2018), who analysed the same
event assuming a Lundquist flux-rope structure.
4.1.2. CME propagation in the heliosphere
STEREO-B time-elongation maps. To constrain the CME prop-
agation in the heliosphere we extract the position over time of
the CME leading edge from STEREO-B time-elongation maps
(J-maps; Sheeley et al. 2009; Lugaz et al. 2009), obtained by
stacking SECCHI/COR2B-HI1B-HI2B images at a position an-
gle (PA) of 267◦, i.e. the ecliptic plane. As shown in Figure 5,
the CME leading edge in the STEREO-B J-map is clearly visi-
ble from 2◦ up to 56◦ in elongation.
SSE and iSSE techniques. In order to construct time-height
profile of the leading edge based on tracking the edge in the time-
elongation map, we apply the Self-Similar Expansion (SSE)
technique proposed by Davies et al. (2012). In the SSE technique
any solar transient propagating away from the Sun is assumed to
be characterised by a circular cross-section, with a radius that
increases in a self-similar way as it propagates anti-sunward. In
order to generate time-height profiles from time-elongation pro-
files of the CME apex, we apply the following relation (Davies
et al. 2012):
hSSE =
d0 · sin  · (1 + sinω/2)
sin( + φ) + sinω/2
, (14)
Fig. 5: Event 1: STEREO-B running-difference J-maps at
PA=267◦. The red dots mark the leading edge of the CME.
where d0 is the heliocentric distance of the STEREO spacecraft
used in the J-maps analysis,  is the elongation of the CME lead-
ing edge recovered from J-maps, ω/2 is the CME half width, and
φ is the and the angle between the observer, the Sun and the CME
propagation direction. In our analysis, we use the ω/2 parameter
derived from the GCS fitting. The angle φ between the observer
and the CME propagation direction is also calculated based on
the spacecraft location and the CME direction estimated from
the GCS fitting, as φ = arccos(cos φHGRTN cos θHGRTN), where
(φHGRTN, θHGRTN) are the CME longitude and latitude in the ref-
erence system centered at the Sun and for which the θHGRTN = 0◦
points towards the observing spacecraft.
The SSE method as originally proposed by Davies et al.
(2012) was formulated to describe the propagation of the CME
apex only. Therefore, strictly speaking this method can only be
used to estimate the arrival time of CMEs at Earth in the case of
central encounters. As in general this is not the case, we also ap-
ply the most recent version proposed by Möstl & Davies (2013),
who extended the model to account for the geometrical correc-
tion in the case of a spacecraft crossing a CME off axis. Here-
after, we refer to this approach as the in-situ SSE (iSSE) method.
The heliocentric distance of the CME portion that is propagating
along the Sun-Earth line is then described by the following equa-
tion (Möstl & Davies 2013):
hiSSE =
cos ∆ +
√
sin2 ω/2 − sin2 ∆
1 + sinω/2
· hSSE, (15)
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where ∆ is the angle between the CME propagation direction, the
Sun and the spacecraft where one wants to predict the impact (in
our case, the Earth), and hSSE is the height of the CME apex as
recovered from Equation 14. The angle ∆ is calculated based on
the spacecraft location and the CME direction estimated from
the GCS fitting, as ∆ = arccos(cos φHEEQ cos θHEEQ) (in HEEQ
coordinates).
In this case the CME was propagating very close to the Sun-
Earth line (∆ = 9◦), so the results from the SSE and iSSE tech-
niques almost coincide - as visible from Figure 13.
MESSENGER data. To further constrain the CME prop-
agation in the inner heliosphere, in addition to remote-
sensing tracking of the CME in the corona and heliosphere
we make use of data from the ICME Catalog at Mer-
cury (Winslow et al. 2015, http://c-swepa.sr.unh.edu/
icmecatalogatmercury.html), based on data from the mag-
netometer on board the MESSENGER mission (MAG; Ander-
son et al. 2007). On the day of the eruption (12 July 2012) the
MESSENGER spacecraft was orbiting around Mercury, which
was located at a position of θM = −3◦, φM = −35◦ in HEEQ
coordinates, and at a distance of 0.466 AU (=100 Rs) from the
Sun (Figure 3). The spacecraft angular separation from Earth
was ∆θ ' 3◦ in latitude and ∆φ ' 35◦ in longitude. From the
relative position of the MESSENGER spacecraft and the CME
direction of propagation, it is therefore reasonable to expect that
the CME encountered MESSENGER with its eastern flank. The
ICME Catalog at Mercury reports that the ICME-driven shock
arrived at MESSENGER on 13 July 2012 at 10:53 UT. The flux-
rope signature started at 13:44 UT of the same day, and ended at
02:46 UT of the following day.
4.1.3. ICME signatures at Earth
Figure 6 shows in-situ data from the OMNI database (https://
omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/ow_min.html) on the days follow-
ing the eruptions of CME event 1. The Wind spacecraft (Ogilvie
et al. 1995) orbiting L1 detected the interplanetary shock asso-
ciated with the ICME on 14 July 2012 at 17:39 UT (from the
Heliospheric Shock Database, www.ipshocks.fi; Kilpua et al.
2015). The shock was followed by a turbulent sheath region of
the duration of about 12 hours. As reported by the Richardson
and Cane ICME list, clear MC signatures can be identified start-
ing from 06:00 UT on 15 July 2012 up to 05:00 UT on 17 July
2012. The MC duration is about 23 hours, and it is characterised
by enhanced magnetic field, smooth rotation of the interplane-
tary magnetic field (IMF) components, low density and temper-
ature, that resulted in a low plasma β. The maximum magnetic
field in the magnetic cloud is 27 nT, while the average B is 16 nT.
The observed minimum Bz is −18 nT. The MC also exhibits a de-
celerating plasma velocity profile indicating significant expan-
sion, with a maximum speed of 694 km s−1 at the front and a
speed difference of 220 km s−1 between the front and the back.
The presence of the long-lasting southward Bz region in the MC
also triggered an intense geomagnetic storm, as indicated by the
Dst index reaching a minimum value of -139 nT on 15 July 2012.
From a visual inspection of the magnetic field signatures, we
observe that By rotates from positive (east) to negative (west),
while Bz shows a prolonged long-lasting southward component,
compatible with a ESW flux-rope type at Earth. On the other
hand, Palmerio et al. (2018) fitted the in-situ flux-rope using
the Minimum Variance Analysis technique (MVA; Sonnerup &
Cahill 1967), and found an orientation of the ICME axis equal
to (θMVA,1, φMVA,1) = (−4◦, 305◦). This result suggests that the
Fig. 6: Event 1: in-situ observations for the 12 July 2012 event
from OMNI 1-min data. From top to bottom: speed, number
density, magnetic field strength, Bx, By, Bz components in GSE
coordinates, temperature, plasma β and Dst index. The vertical
dashed black line marks the interplanetary shock associated to
the ICME, whilst the region delimited by the continuous black
lines marks the MC period.
flux-rope structure at Earth was characterised by a very low in-
clination on the equatorial plane (as indicated by the low θMVA,1)
and hence that the magnetic structure underwent a clockwise
rotation of about 30◦ − 40◦ as it propagated from the Sun to
1 AU. Based on the same reconstruction technique, the HEL-
CATS ICME catalog (ICMECAT; https://www.helcats-fp7.
eu/catalogues/wp4_icmecat.html) reports an orientation
of the ICME axis equal to (θMVA,2, φMVA,2) = (−22◦, 315◦). The
value of θMVA,2 suggests that the flux-rope structure arrived at
Earth with an inclination similar to the one of the source region
PIL at the Sun. Despite the slight difference between θMVA,1 and
θMVA,2 (' 20◦, reflecting the uncertainties affecting the determi-
nation of the 3D flux-rope geometry from single-spacecraft in-
situ observations), such results are both consistent with a NES
flux-rope at Earth. Palmerio et al. (2018) also considered the lo-
cation angle L, defined by Janvier et al. (2013) as
sin L = cos θMVA cos φMVA, (16)
giving an indication of distance of the spacecraft crossing from
the ICME flux-rope nose. In this case, they found L = 35◦, sug-
gesting that the flux-rope impacted on Earth in between its nose
and its leg. Using the MVA results listed in the HELCATS cata-
log, we obtain a similar result of L = 40◦.
4.2. Event 2: CME on 14 June 2012
The second event considered in this work is the halo CME that
erupted on 14 June 2012, first discussed in detail by Palmerio
et al. (2017). As discussed recently by Srivastava et al. (2018),
this event was composed by a sequence of two CMEs that
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were launched from NOAA AR 11504. The first CME (CME1)
erupted on 13 June 2012 and it was observed by LASCO as a
partial halo, entering the C2 field of view at 13:25 UT and prop-
agating with an average projected speed of 632 km s−1. On the
following day, a second CME (CME2) entered the C2 corona-
graph at 14:12 UT, appearing as a fast halo CME propagating to-
wards the Earth with an average projected speed of 987 km s−1.
On the day of the first eruption (13 June 2012), the active re-
gion was located at coordinates S17E28 on the solar disk and
was classified as a β region. On 14 June 2012 the AR rotated to
S17E14 and showed an increased level of magnetic complexity,
being classified as βγδ. EUV images of the source region show
that the eruption of CME1 took place around 11:30 UT on 13
June 2012, as indicated by an M1.2 flare (onset: 11:29 - peak:
13:17 - end: 14:31) detected by the GOES satellites. The sec-
ond, moderate GOES M1.9 flare was detected at 12:52 UT on
14 June 2012 (onset: 12:52 - peak: 14:35 - end: 15:56) in asso-
ciation with the eruption of CME2.
4.2.1. Source region and coronal observations
Source region observations. Figure 7 shows AR 11504 as ob-
served on 13 and 14 June 2012 by HMI, and by AIA in differ-
ent EUV channels. The source region in AIA 94 Å shows the
presence of a forward-S sigmoid, indicating a positive chiral-
ity. From a visual inspection of the HMI image, the PIL appears
inclined by about 30◦ with respect to the solar equator. Assum-
ing a positive chirality and having a positive polarity west of
the PIL, we conclude that flux-ropes formed in the region are
expected to be a low-inclination flux-rope of NES-type, with an
axial field pointing towards the south-east. These results are con-
sistent with those found by Palmerio et al. (2017). Kay & Gopal-
swamy (2017) performed a statistical analysis of the rotations
and deflections in the solar corona and interplanetary space of 45
CMEs between 2007 and 2014, including the CME2 here con-
sidered. The result of the analysis with the ForeCAT and FIDO
models for this event indicates that the flux-rope axis rotated by
< 8◦ between the low corona and 1 AU. Therefore, also in this
case the orientation of the flux-rope structure at 0.1 AU can be
expected to be consistent with that at the source region, here as-
sumed to coincide with the orientation of the PIL.
After the eruption of CME1, a first PEA (PEA1) was ob-
served and reached its maximum extension around 16:00 UT of
13 July 2012. After the eruption of CME2, a second PEA (PEA2)
was observed to develop, peaking around 20:00 UT on 14 July
2012. The two PEAs are shown in Figure 7. Both PEAs were
characterised by very dynamic structures that made the iden-
tification of their extent over time very difficult. For this rea-
son, we calculate the area of PEA1 from AIA 193 Å images at
16:00 UT on 13 June 2012 only. The estimated area results to
be APEA1 ' 1.0 · 1015 m2. Overplotting its area with the HMI
pre-eruptive magnetogram, we estimate the reconnected mag-
netic flux in the PEA region to be φRC1 ' 2.2 · 1013 Wb. Ap-
plying the same method to AIA 193 Å images of PEA2 between
17:00 UT and 21:00 UT of 14 June 2012, we estimate its area to
be APEA2 = 1.0−2.1 ·1015 m2, and the reconnected magnetic flux
in the PEA region to be in the range φRC2 = 2.1 − 4.0 · 1013 Wb.
The RIBBONDB catalog reports a ribbon area equal to AR1 =
3.8 ± 1.6 · 1014 m2 in association to the 13 June 2012 event.
The estimated reconnected magnetic flux in the ribbon region
is φRC,R1 = 1.1 ± 0.45 · 1013 Wb. For the ribbon develop-
ing in AR 11504 in association to the flare class M1.9 on 14
June 2012, they found a ribbon area corresponding to AR2 =
4.5 ± 1.8 · 1014 m2. The estimated the reconnected magnetic
flux in the ribbon region is φRC,R2 = 1.9 ± 0.6 · 1013 Wb. The
high uncertainties reported in the case of these two events reflect
the more complex evolution of AR 11504 after the two eruptive
flares associated to CME1 and CME2. Similarly to Event 1, in
this case we find PEA areas about a factor 2 larger than the rib-
bon areas, leading to φRC,R calculated from ribbon observations
that are about a factor 2 smaller than φRC obtained from PEA
observations.
Coronal observations and GCS reconstruction. As shown
in Figure 8, on the dates of the CME eruptions the separation
of the STEREO spacecraft relative to Earth was about 117◦
for STEREO-A and about 116◦ for STEREO-B. The separa-
tion between the two STEREO spacecraft was about 127◦. Both
CMEs were observed by three spacecraft (SOHO and the two
STEREO) in the corona, so that the GCS fitting using three view
points could be performed. We apply the GCS fitting to contem-
poraneous images of the CMEs from SECCHI/COR2B, LASCO
C2 and C3, and SECCHI/COR2A, in the following time inter-
vals: CME1: 15:45 UT – 17:54 UT on 13 June 2012; CME2:
15:24 UT – 15:54 UT on 14 June 2012. As for Event 1, we fit the
CMEs with a spherical geometry (α = 0). The results of the GCS
fitting for the latest time frames available (i.e. closest to 0.1 AU)
are shown in Figure 9. The results are listed in Table 2. Extrapo-
lating the CME height in time assuming a constant CME speed,
the passage of CME1 at 0.1 AU is estimated to occur on 13 June
2012 at 19:38 UT, while the passage of CME2 at 0.1 AU is es-
timated to occur on 14 June 2012 at 16:55 UT. For CME2 (the
only full halo one), we compare the geometrical approach pro-
posed in Section 3.1 with the empirical approaches presented in
Equations 9 and 10, similarly to what we have done for Event 1.
As the CDAWeb CME Catalog reports a projected CME speed
v2D very steady during the CME propagation in the instruments
FoV from 3.3 Rs to 28.1 Rs, we can just compare the results
therein with the results from the GCS fitting at the latest time
available. All results are listed in columns 4 and 5 of Table 2. As
for the previous case, the results from the empirical-2D approach
significantly overestimate the total (3D) speed of the CME. On
the other hand, results obtained using the empirical-3D approach
overestimate the expansion speed and underestimate the radial
one.
Derived magnetic parameters. From observations of PEA1
at 16:00 UT and of PEA2 at 19:00 UT, we derive the flux-rope
axial magnetic fields and toroidal magnetic fluxes. In the case
of PEA1, starting from APEA = 1.0 · 1015 m2 and φRC ' 2.2 ·
1013 Wb, the resulting values are B0 ' 1.4 · 10−6 T and φt '
1.9 · 1013 Wb. In the case of PEA2, APEA = 1.4 · 1015 m2 and
φRC ' 2.7 · 1013 Wb give as result B0 ' 8.6 · 10−7 T and φt '
4.0 · 1013 Wb.
4.2.2. CME propagation in the heliosphere
STEREO-A time-elongation maps. As shown in Figure 10, to
constrain the CME propagation in the heliosphere we track the
position over time of the CME leading edges as extracted from
STEREO-A J-maps, obtained by stacking SECCHI/COR2A-
HI1A-HI2A images at PA=90◦, e.g. tracking the CME lead-
ing edges on the ecliptic plane. The leading edge of CME1 in
STEREO-A images could be tracked between 2◦ and 14◦ in elon-
gation, and that of CME2 between 2◦ and 51◦ in elongation.
SSE and iSSE techniques. In order to recover the time-height
profiles of the CME apex, we first apply the SSE model (Equa-
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(b)
Fig. 7: Event 2: AR 11504 on 13 June 2012 (a) and 14 June 2012 (b). Left: AIA 94 Å image of the pre-eruptive sigmoids. Center:
HMI magnetogram with PEA areas overlaid (saturated at -100 gauss and +100 gauss). Right: PEAs from AIA 193 Å with the area
outlined by a polygon. The dates and times are shown as YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm in all panels.
Parameter Method
CME1 CME2
GCS fitting GCS fitting
Date 2012-06-13 2012-06-14
Time 17:54 UT 15:54 UT
h f ront 15.0 Rs 15.2 Rs
φ −20◦ −5◦
θ −35◦ −25◦
κ 0.45 0.70
ω/2 26◦ 40◦
r0 at 0.1 AU 10.5 Rs 18.0 Rs
Geometrical Geometrical Empirical-3D Empirical-2D
v3D 719 km s−1 1213 km s−1 1213 km s−1 1737 km s−1
vrad 496 km s−1 713 km s−1 523 km s−1 747 km s−1
vexp 223 km s−1 500 km s−1 690 km s−1 990 km s−1
Table 2: Event 2: CME kinematic parameters derived from the GCS fitting and from the application of the geometrical, empirical-3D
and empirical-2D approaches to derive total (3D), expansion and radial speeds.
tion 14) to the time-elongation profiles of CME1 and CME2,
using the CME half widths derived from the GCS fitting. The
angles φ1, φ2 between the observer and the propagation direc-
tions of CME1 and CME2 were also calculated based on the
directions estimated from the GCS fitting.
In this case the angles between the CME propagation direc-
tions and the Sun-Earth line were ∆1 = 40◦ and ∆2 = 25◦ for
the two CMEs. Therefore, the application of the iSSE technique
was needed in order to recover the actual propagation of the por-
tion of the CME leading edge that travelled towards the Earth. In
the case of CME1, ∆1 > ω/2, i.e. according to this model, CME1
does not intersect the Sun-Earth line, and hence the iSSE method
predicts that CME1 does not arrive at Earth at all. On the other
hand, as visible from Figure 20, the iSSE and SSE techniques in
the case of CME2 gave significantly different results.
Venus Express data. In addition to remote-sensing tracking
of the CME, we make use of in-situ data from Venus Express
(VEX; Zhang et al. 2006) to better constrain the CME propaga-
tion in the heliosphere. At the time of the eruptions, VEX was
orbiting Venus and it was located at θV = 0.88◦ and φV = 5◦
in HEEQ coordinates in the heliosphere, at 0.726 Rs (=156 Rs)
from the Sun (Figure 8). The spacecraft was separated from
Earth by ∆θ < 1◦ in latitude and ∆φ = 5◦ in longitude from
Earth. Therefore, VEX and Earth were in quasi-alignment. In a
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Fig. 8: Event 2: position of Earth, STEREO-A, STEREO-B,
Mercury and Venus on the ecliptic plane on 14 June 2012
00:00 UT. The black arrows show the reconstructed longitude
of the CME from the GCS fitting. Angles are in HEEQ coordi-
nates.
previous study, Good & Forsyth (2016) reported an ICME flux-
rope leading edge to arrive at VEX on 15 June 2012 at 19:26 UT,
while the trailing edge was reported to pass at 08:28 UT on the
following day. From an inspection of coronal and low-coronal
images on the days prior the eruption of CME2, we consider
this CME as the most promising candidate to be associated with
the ICME observed at VEX, as no other suitable CME candi-
dates were identified. A similar conclusion was also reached by
Kubicka et al. (2016). The flux-rope configuration at VEX was
identified to be a NES type, with a positive handedness/chirality,
i.e. a configuration that is consistent with the one recovered from
the analysis of the source region. This would provide an addi-
tional indication that the flux-rope underwent only slight rotation
between the low corona and 0.7 AU.
4.2.3. ICME signatures at Earth
Figure 11 shows in-situ magnetic field and plasma measurements
from the OMNI database, on the days following the eruptions
of the two interacting CMEs. A first forward shock (S1), asso-
ciated to the interplanetary signature of CME1 (ICME1), was
detected by the Wind spacecraft on 16 June 2012 at 08:42 UT
(from the Heliospheric Shock Database), as indicated by sudden
increases in plasma speed and magnetic field. The shock was
followed by a region of enhanced speed, increasing density and
fluctuating magnetic fields that lasted approximately 12 hours.
Such region does not show any coherent magnetic field rotation,
and it is characterised by β ∼ 1, compatible with a long-lasting
sheath region that suggests a flank encounter of ICME1 at Earth.
A second forward shock (S2), associated to the interplanetary
signature of CME2 (ICME2), was detected by Wind on 16 June
at 19:34 UT. As reported by the Richardson and Cane ICME
list, MC signatures can be identified in in-situ data starting from
23:00 UT on 16 June, up to 12:00 UT on 17 June. The MC dura-
tion is about 13 hours, and it is characterised by enhanced mag-
netic field and β  1, while the presence of density peaks sug-
gests some compression inside and near the trailing edge of the
MC. The maximum magnetic field in the MC is 40 nT, while
the average B is 28 nT. The observed minimum Bz is -19 nT.
The MC also exhibits a moderate expansion profile, with a max-
imum speed of 573 km s−1 and a speed difference of 80 km s−1
between the front and the back. The presence of a north-to-south
rotation in the MC Bz component led to a moderate geomagnetic
storm, as indicated by the Dst index reaching a minimum value
of -86 nT on 17 June.
From a visual inspection of the magnetic field, we observe
that the Bz component rotates from north to south, while By
is positive at the cloud center, implying this MC is compatible
with a right-handed NES flux-rope type at Earth. At the same
time, fitting the in-situ flux-rope with the MVA analysis, Palme-
rio et al. (2018) found an orientation of the ICME axis equal to
(θMVA, φMVA) = (−28◦, 99◦), confirming that this was a low flux-
rope axis inclination at Earth. The flux-rope tilt angle at Earth is
almost identical to the tilt angle of the PIL at the Sun, indicating
that the structure underwent little rotation as it propagated in the
corona and heliosphere. They also suggested that the flux-rope
impacted on Earth from the very center, as indicated by the small
location angle, L ' −8◦.
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 9: Event 2: GCS fitting of CME1 (a) and CME2 (b). SECCHI/COR2B (left column), LASCO C3 (cental column) and SEC-
CHI/COR2A (left column) pre-event background-subtracted intensity images of the two CME events with and without the GCS
model wireframe (in green).
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Fig. 10: Event 2: STEREO-A running-difference J-maps at
PA=90◦. The red dots mark the leading edge of CME1 and
CME2.
Fig. 11: Event 2: in-situ observations of the 13-14 June 2012
event from OMNI 1-min data. From top to bottom: speed, num-
ber density, magnetic field strength, Bx, By, Bz components in
GSE coordinates, temperature, plasma β and Dst index. The
dashed black lines mark the shocks associated to ICME1 (S2)
and ICME2 (S2), whilst the region delimited by the continuous
black lines marks the MC associated to ICME2.
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5. EUHFORIA results and comparison with
observations
In this Section we discuss the results of the simulations per-
formed with EUHFORIA and compare them to remote-sensing
and in-situ observations at Earth and other planetary locations.
5.1. Simulation set up
We simulate the heliospheric propagation of both CME events
discussed in Section 4 using EUHFORIA. For each event we run
the semi-empirical coronal model in the same set up described
by Pomoell & Poedts (2018), using as input conditions GONG
standard synoptic maps generated on the day of the CME erup-
tions. The computational domain of the heliospheric model used
in this work extends from 0.1 AU to 2 AU in the radial direc-
tion, over the range ±60◦ in latitudinal direction, and over the
full angular extent of 360◦ in longitude. We use a 2◦ angular
resolution in longitude and latitude, and 512 cells in the radial
direction with the heliospheric inner boundary at 0.1 AU and its
outer boundary at 2.0 AU. To initialise the CMEs in the simula-
tions we use the observation-based input parameters derived in
Section 3. For each event, we run EUHFORIA using the cone
CME model, and we then present the results obtained using the
spheromak CME model, discussing its use and limitations in the
two specific cases. The detailed input parameters used in each
simulation are presented below. All results in this work are ob-
tained using EUHFORIA version 1.0.4.
Simulation outputs include 3D outputs of the whole helio-
spheric domain, and 1D text files containing the time series for
the whole set of MHD variables at given positions in space. De-
fault outputs are given at planetary locations and notable space-
craft locations such as the STEREO mission, and additional vir-
tual spacecraft can be put by the user at any other position of
interest in the heliosphere. To track the CME as it propagates
in the simulations, in this work we place a set of virtual space-
craft between 0.1 AU and 1.0 AU along the Sun-Earth line. The
spacecraft are distributed more densely near the Sun, i.e. with
a separation of 0.05 AU between 0.1 AU and 0.4 AU, and with
a separation of 0.2 AU between 0.4 AU and 1.0 AU. We put a
second set of virtual spacecraft located at 1.0 AU, at 5◦ and 10◦
separation in longitude and/or latitude from Earth, in order to as-
sess the spatial variability of the results in the vicinity of Earth.
5.2. Event 1: CME on 12 July 2012
We first simulate the CME using the cone model (Run 01),
employing the parameters determined by the GCS reconstruc-
tion as input. We then perform a second simulation run of
the same CME using the spheromak model, keeping the kine-
matic/geometric CME parameters as in Run 01, and adding
the three magnetic parameters as determined in Section 3.2
(Run 02). In a third simulation, we initialise the CME using the
spheromak model using a reduced speed calculated as vCME =
v3D − vexp = vrad (Run 03). In all three cases, as input for the
coronal model we use the synoptic standard GONG map on 12
July 2012 at 11:54 UT. Table 3 lists the CME input parameters
used to simulate the CME with the cone and spheromak models.
The mass density and temperature are set to be homogeneous
within the CME. Using the default values listed in Table 3, the
density ratio in the CME body is approximately 1 with respect
to the surrounding solar wind, while the pressure ratio is about
3.8. An example of simulation results for Run 03 is provided in
Figure 12, which shows a snapshot in the ecliptic and meridional
(a) Radial speed vr
(b) Scaled number density n
( r
1 AU
)2
(c) Co-latitudinal magnetic field Bclt
Fig. 12: Event 1: snapshot of the EUHFORIA Run 03 (sphero-
mak CME with reduced speed vCME = vrad) on 14 July 2012 at
09:52 UT in the heliographic equatorial plane (left) and in the
meridional plane that includes the Earth (right).
planes containing the Earth, of the radial speed, scaled number
density and Bclt component of the magnetic field (see supple-
mentary material for movies of the dynamics).
CME propagation in the heliosphere. Using the time series at
the virtual spacecraft, we extract the time of arrival of the CME-
driven shock at each one, and construct time-height profiles of
the front along the Sun-Earth line. Figure 13 shows the result
of the computation compared with the time-height maps deter-
mined from the J-maps extracted at the PA corresponding to the
direction to Earth. In EUHFORIA Run 01 (cone with vCME =
v3D, blue curve) and Run 03 (spheromak with vCME = vrad, red
curve) the propagation of the CME-driven shock along the Sun-
Earth line is very similar all the way up to 1 AU. On the other
hand, Run 02 (spheromak with vCME = v3D, yellow curve) shows
that the front of the CME propagates faster already very early in
the simulation. The difference between the time-height profile
from Run 01 and Run 02 is entirely due to including an internal
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Parameter Run 01 Run 02 (Run 03)
CME model cone spheromak
Insertion time 2012-07-12T19:24 2012-07-12T19:24
vCME 1266 km s−1 1266 km s−1 (763 km s−1)
φ −4◦ −4◦
θ −8◦ −8◦
ω/2 38◦ -
r0 - 16.8 Rs
ρ 1 · 10−18 kg m−3 1 · 10−18 kg m−3
T 0.8 · 106 K 0.8 · 106 K
H - +1
Tilt - −135◦
φt - 1.0 · 1014 Wb
Predicted ToA at Earth 2012-07-14T20:52 2012-07-14T07:03 (T22:33)
Table 3: CME input parameters used in the EUHFORIA simulations of the 12 July 2012 CME, and its predicted arrival times at
Earth.
Fig. 13: Observed and modelled CME propagation in the he-
liosphere for the 12 July 2012 CME (Event 1). The black
dashed lines mark the EUHFORIA heliospheric inner boundary
at 0.1 AU, and 1.0 AU.
magnetic field in the CME, and therefore, it provides an esti-
mate of the importance of the Lorentz force (and particularly
of the magnetic pressure) on the propagation of the CME itself.
The difference between the time-height profiles in Run 02 and
Run 03 is entirely due to the different initial speeds given to the
CME in the model. The fact that the propagation of the CME in
Run 03 is similar to the one observed for Run 01, shows that the
differences in the CME propagation resulting from inclusion of
the magnetic field can be mitigated by initialising the magnetised
CME with a reduced speed. Instead of choosing this speed based
on some ad hoc number, we computed it through a direct obser-
vational estimation of the expansion of the CME in the corona.
A detailed discussion on the interpretation of the simulation re-
sults in terms of the Lorentz force acting on cone and spheromak
CMEs is presented in the next paragraphs.
Time-height profiles based on STEREO-B J-maps and the
SSE and iSSE techniques model the CME leading edge propa-
gation along the Sun-Earth line similarly to EUHFORIA Run 02,
predicting the CME arrival time at Earth to occur around
04:00 UT on 14 July, i.e. about 15 hours earlier than observed
in-situ.
At Mercury/MESSENGER, EUHFORIA Run 01 predicts
the CME ToA about 30 minutes earlier than the one reported by
Winslow et al. (2015) from MESSENGER data, while Run 02
and Run 03 are 2 hours and 3 hours late respectively. Mercury
was located about 30◦ away from the Sun-Earth line (see Fig-
ure 3). As the CME main direction of propagation was almost
coincident with the Sun-Earth line, the CME hit Mercury with its
western flank. By comparing the arrival time of the CME leading
edge at Mercury with that at the same radial distance but along
the Sun-Earth line in EUHFORIA, we conclude that the CME
would have been observed 4 hours earlier if Mercury would have
been on the Sun-Earth line, i.e. the CME flank propagates with
about 4 hours of delay with respect to the CME center.
CME magnetic structure and Lorentz force. To further inves-
tigate the role of thermal pressure, magnetic pressure, and mag-
netic tension on the CME propagation, in Figure 14a we plot the
direction of the Lorentz force (coloured arrows) in the CME on
the β = 0.5 surface (blue isocontour), after the CME in Run 03
has fully entered the computational domain. The figure shows
that the magnetic field of the spheromak CME, originally de-
fined as force-free (j × B = 0), loses this characteristics after
insertion in the heliosphere, reasonably as consequence of its
non-equilibrium with the surrounding solar wind. The Lorentz
force at the front of the β = 0.5 surface is stronger than at
the flanks, and it is predominantly parallel to the surface nor-
mal and pointing away from the center of the CME. This in-
dicates that the magnetic pressure gradient −∇Pmag is dominat-
ing over the tension force (B·∇)B
µ0
. This force imbalance leads to
the expansion of the CME. As depicted by the β = 0.5 sur-
face, the bulk of the interior of the CME is characterised by a
magnetically-dominated plasma. This suggests that the CME ex-
pansion is caused by an over-pressure in the CME as compared
to the ambient solar wind, and that this over-pressure is predomi-
nantly due to the magnetic pressure. This force imbalance, on the
other hand, is not present in cone CMEs (e.g. Run 01), where the
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(a) Arrows indicating the direction of the Lorentz force j × B =
+
(B·∇)B
µ0
− ∇Pmag at the β = 0.5 surface. The arrows colour code is
based on the magnitude of the Lorentz force (in Pa AU−1).
(b) Magnetic field lines in the CME, coloured based on the angle be-
tween the current density j and the magnetic field B (in rad, colour
scale between 0 an pi/4).
Fig. 14: Event 1: visualisation of the forces acting on the CME in Run 03 on 13 July 2012 at 03:53 UT, when the CME leading edge
was close to 0.3 AU. The blue 3D surface marks the contour of the β = 0.5 surface. The black line indicates the direction to Earth.
The spherical 3D surface represents the heliospheric inner boundary at 0.1 AU.
Lorentz force is negligible as the magnetic field inside CMEs is
just the one of the background solar wind. On the CME flanks,
the Lorentz force is weaker and it is almost tangential to the
β = 0.5 surface (i.e. perpendicular to the surface normal), so
that the CME propagates in the heliosphere retaining its angular
width, i.e. self-similarly.
Figure 14b gives an indication of the curvature of magnetic
field lines within the flux-rope structure and provides insights
about the nature of the Lorentz force within the CME body. A
twisted magnetic field configuration that has partly reconnected
with the surrounding solar wind (as indicated by open field lines)
is clearly visible. The colour code used for the field lines reflects
the misalignment between the current density and the magnetic
field inside the CME body. The regions where this misalignment
is higher correspond to regions of higher Lorentz force. As mis-
aligned currents and magnetic fields are not present within the
CME (the angle between j and B is close to zero), the figure
provides evidence that the originally force-free spheromak con-
figuration preserves this characteristic even after insertion in the
heliosphere, and that the expansion of the CME observed in sim-
ulations is mainly due to the Lorentz force acting at the CME-
solar wind interface (due to the magnetic pressure gradient). Its
net result is an expansion of the CME body.
In view of the results discussed in the previous paragraph
and from the consideration of Figure 14a, our interpretation of
the three simulations of this event is the following:
– Run 01: the (cone) CME is initialised with a speed vCME =
v3D that accounts for both the translational/radial motion of
the CME center of mass and for the self-similar expansion
of the CME nose as it propagates outwards in the corona. As
cone CMEs are characterised by an over-pressure with re-
spect to the surrounding solar wind but have no significant
internal magnetic field, force imbalances at the CME-solar
wind interaction surface are expected to be mostly due to
gradients in the (thermal) pressure distribution at the inter-
face and not due to Lorentz forces. Under these conditions
we can see that the evolution of the CME front is such that
the CME leading edge is predicted to arrive at Earth at a time
consistent with in-situ observations.
– Run 02: the (spheromak) CME is initialised with a speed
vCME = v3D that accounts for both the translational/radial
motion of the CME center of mass and for the self-similar
expansion of the CME nose as it propagates outwards in the
corona. As in this case we have a spheromak CME that is
characterised by an over-pressure with respect to the sur-
rounding solar wind but also by strong internal magnetic
fields, force imbalances at the CME-solar wind interaction
surface are significantly stronger due to presence of strong
Lorentz forces. As a result, the CME leading edge propa-
gates faster than in Run 01, and the CME arrives at Earth
about 14 hours earlier than indicated in in-situ observations.
– Run 03: the (spheromak) CME is initialised with a re-
duced speed vCME = vrad that only accounts for the transla-
tional/radial motion of the CME center of mass in the corona.
In this case, the presence of strong Lorentz forces inducing
an expansion of the CME front (as visible from Figure 14a)
compensates for the lower translational speed used to ini-
tialise the CME body in the simulation, so that the CME
leading edge propagates in the heliosphere similarly to the
original cone CME run (Run 01).
The fact that the propagation of the CME leading edge is similar
between the cone model simulation (Run 01) and the simulation
where the spheromak is initialised using a reduced speed corre-
sponding to the translational/radial CME speed only (Run 03),
provides evidence that the otherwise faster evolution of sphero-
mak CMEs compared to cone CMEs is mostly due to Lorentz
forces leading to an expansion of the CME front.
Figure 15 shows a 3D contour map of the different flux-rope
Bz polarity regions (northward and southward) at three different
times in the simulation (from Run 03). Right after launch, the
CME front is uniformly characterised by a positive Bz, while by
the time it reaches Earth the positive Bz region in the north-west
part of the CME front has moved southward, so that the Earth is
eventually predicted to cross a negative Bz (geo-effective) region
only. This is therefore a case where the use of the spheromak
CME model driven by observation-based flux-rope parameters
successfully predict the sign of Bz at Earth.
EUHFORIA predictions at Earth. Figure 16 shows the sim-
ulation result at Earth, compared to in-situ measurements of the
solar wind properties provided by the OMNI database. In the fol-
lowing discussion, we provide a first quantification of the predic-
tion improvements associated to the use of the spheromak model
focusing on CME ToA and ICME peak values of the magnetic
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(a) 13 July 2012 at 04:53 UT
(b) 14 July 2012 at 00:53 UT
(c) 14 July 2012 at 20:53 UT
Fig. 15: Event 1: visualisation of the CME Bz magnetic polarity
[in nT] in Run 03, at three different times. Contour plot for Bz
as viewed from the side (left) and from Earth (right): negative
and positive Bz regions are denoted in reds and blues respec-
tively. The 3D grey sphere corresponds to the heliospheric inner
boundary at 0.1 AU. The black line indicates the direction to
Earth.
field components in time only. We leave out from the discus-
sion other relevant metrics recently identified by the community
(Owens 2018; Verbeke et al. 2019), as a detailed comparison of
the different metrics used in operational forecasts goes beyond
the scope of this work. However, we point out that the use of
such metrics could certainly provide a more complete quantifi-
cation of the prediction improvements associated to the sphero-
mak model, and highlight additional strengths and limitations
that could be valuable for operational uses. We plan to further
address the topic in future publications.
The CME arrival times at Earth for different runs are listed
in Table 3. Comparing the CME ToA at Earth from Run 01 with
that from Run 02, the impact of the Lorentz force on the CME
propagation to 1.0 AU is immediately clear, resulting in a differ-
ence of about 14 hours. After reducing the speed of the sphero-
mak CME (Run 03) so to account for the internal pressure intro-
duced by the internal magnetic field, the predicted CME ToA is
in good agreement with observations of the ICME-driven shock
arrival time from OMNI data (∼ 3 hours from the observed shock
time) as well as with the CME ToA prediction from the cone
model (∼ 1 hour difference in the ToA). For comparison, the
current typical error on the prediction of CME ToAs at Earth is
Fig. 16: Event 1: EUHFORIA time series at Earth compared to
in-situ data from 1-min OMNI data (black). From top to bottom:
speed, number density, magnetic field strength, Bx, By, Bz com-
ponents in GSE coordinates.
±6 hours, as recently reported by Riley et al. (2018) considering
32 different models.
Comparing results from Run 01 and Run 03 with observa-
tions, it is evident that the EUHFORIA model is most successful
in the speed and number density profiles, while the prediction of
the magnetic field signatures is significantly more challenging.
Looking at the time series shapes, we observe that while the ar-
rival time of the shock is well predicted by the spheromak model,
there is a time delay in the peak of the magnetic field compared
to the observations. This is possibly due to an overestimation of
the CME radial size in the simulation, e.g. the model does not
account for possible flattening or "pancaking" effects occurring
already at distances comparable to the heliospheric inner bound-
ary (Riley & Crooker 2004; Savani et al. 2011; Isavnin 2016).
Extending the model to allow for some CME shape deforma-
tions to be specified at the simulation inner boundary, such as
an elongation in the longitudinal and/or latitudinal directions in
order to make the spheromak elliptical, could improve the time
series for the magnetic field components, i.e. by compressing the
signal in time.
Investigating the prediction of the IMF components (B, Bx,
By and Bz) associated with the ICME, the cone model (Run 01),
as expected, is unable to predict any magnetic signature associ-
ated with the magnetic could simply due to the lack of an internal
magnetic structure in the modelled CME. On the other hand, the
use of a spheromak model improves significantly the prediction
of the ICME magnetic field properties in terms of peak values.
While the observed maximum B during the passage of the MC
was 27 nT, the prediction of the cone CME model (Run 01) was
4 nT (corresponding to ∼ 4% of the observed maximum B), and
the one of the spheromak CME model (Run 03) was 16 nT (cor-
responding to ∼ 60% of the observed maximum B). The pre-
diction of the negative Bz signature is considered to be the most
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important for prediction of the CME impact on Earth. In this case
the observed minimum Bz during the passage of the MC was -
18 nT, while the minimum Bz predicted from the cone model was
negligible (∼ −1 nT), and the one of the spheromak model was
−7 nT (corresponding to ∼ 40% of the observed minimum Bz).
As peak values for B and Bz in simulated in-situ time series do
not necessarily occur at the same time of the observed ones, to
extract the predicted peak values we considered the whole time
series presented in Figures 12.
Location sensitivity. In Figure 17 we show the EUHFORIA
time series at Earth from Run 03, together with shaded areas in-
dicating the variability of the plasma parameters in the vicinity
of Earth, namely at virtual spacecraft located at ±5◦ and ±10◦ in
longitude and/or latitude from Earth. As ±10◦ is the typical un-
Fig. 17: Event 1: EUHFORIA time series from Run 03 at Earth
(red), compared to in-situ data from 1-min OMNI data (black).
The dark red and light red shaded areas show the maximum vari-
ation of EUHFORIA predictions at positions separated by 5◦ and
10◦ in longitude and/or latitude from Earth. From top to bottom:
speed, number density, magnetic field strength, Bx, By, Bz com-
ponents in GSE coordinates.
certainty associated to the CME direction of propagation (longi-
tude/latitude) as reconstructed from the GCS model (Thernisien
et al. 2009), considering outputs at those specific virtual space-
craft is a way to account for the uncertainty associated to the
CME direction of propagation (in longitude/latitude). Consider-
ing the range of predictions in this area around Earth, the CME
ToA spans of ±2 hours around the ToA at Earth for the closer
spacecraft (±5◦ separation from Earth), and of ±5 hours around
the ToA at Earth for the outer spacecraft (±10◦ separation). The
prediction for the maximum B in the MC ranges between 15 nT
and 18 nT at spacecraft located at ±5◦ from Earth, and between
13 nT and 19 nT at spacecraft located at ±10◦. The minimum
Bz in the MC ranges between −4 nT and −12 nT at spacecraft
located at ±5◦ from Earth, and between −2 nT and −14 nT at
spacecraft located at ±10◦. In summary, considering the predic-
tion at spacecraft located around the Earth at angular separa-
tions within the uncertainty of the CME direction of propagation
derived from the GCS model, the best prediction accounts for
∼ 70% of the maximum B measured in the MC, and for ∼ 78%
of the minimum Bz measured in the MC. The figure provides an
indication of the sensitivity of the model to uncertainties related
to the propagation direction of the CME, and similar results have
previously been reported for EUHFORIA and other heliospheric
MHD models (Verbeke et al. 2019; Török et al. 2018).
5.3. Event 2: CME on 14 June 2012
As presented in Section 4.2, the second event studied in this work
was composed of two CMEs that erupted from the same AR on
two consecutive days (13 and 14 June 2012).
From the GCS reconstruction, CME1 had a direction of
θ = −35◦ and φ = −20◦, with a half width of 26◦. In-situ ob-
servations show that at Earth it was associated with a shock fol-
lowed by a long-lasting sheath region preceding the arrival of a
second shock associated with CME2. Based on these arguments,
this CME appears to have propagated significantly away from
the Sun-Earth line. Therefore, we decide to simulate CME1 by
means of a cone CME model only, as no flux-rope signature was
observed at Earth.
On the other hand, as CME2 exhibited clear flux-rope sig-
natures at Earth, we simulate it by means of both a cone and
a spheromak CME model. As for Event 1, we first simulate
CME2 using the cone model (Run 01), using as input param-
eters the results of the GCS reconstruction. We then perform a
second simulation (Run 02) modelling CME2 as a spheromak
CME (using the three magnetic parameters as determined in Sec-
tion 3.2), and keeping the kinematic/geometric CME parameters
as in Run 01. Finally, we perform a third simulation of CME2
using the spheromak model, but imposing a reduced speed de-
termined as vCME = v3D − vexp = vrad (Run 03). Based on the
coronagraph data, CME2 was observed to propagate south of the
ecliptic plane, at a latitude of about −25◦ below the solar equa-
torial plane, and it was characterised by a half width of about
40◦. As shown in Figure 18 (a), due to the spherical shape of
the spheromak model, launching CME2 at the latitude derived
from the GCS reconstruction (θ = −25◦) the bulk of the ejecta
magnetic field is modelled to propagate south of the equatorial
plane, e.g. the model predicts a flux-rope tangential encounter
with Earth, which does not correspond to reconstructions of the
flux-rope configuration based on in-situ data (see discussion in
Section 4.2). In order to reproduce the in-situ flux-rope config-
uration, we run a fourth simulation, using the spheromak CME
model and launching the CME along the Sun-Earth line (θ = 0◦)
with a speed vCME = v3D (Run 04). In this case, the bulk of the
magnetic field propagates in the equatorial plane, reproducing
the observed ICME properties in a more realistic way (Figure 18,
d). A sketch of the trajectories of Earth across the spheromak
CME in the two runs is given in Figure 18 (c). A comparison
with Figure 18 (d) shows that the spheromak magnetic field is
similar to one of an elliptical flux-rope only when a spacecraft
crosses the CME near its center, while the two are very differ-
ent in all their components in the case of off-axis encounters.
While the observed trajectory of Earth through the ICME is con-
sistent with the red dot in Figure 18 (d), the need to artificially
launch the CME at θ = 0◦ is justified by the fact that the sphero-
mak model is incapable of reproducing the magnetic structure of
an elliptical flux-rope away from its axis. In a final simulation
(Run 05), we simulate the spheromak CME as in Run 04, e.g.
launched directly on the ecliptic plane, using a reduced speed
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Fig. 18: Event 2: EUHFORIA snapshots of Run 03 (a) and Run 05 (b): Bclt in the heliographic equatorial plane and in the meridional
plane that includes the Earth. (c): sketch showing the trajectory of the Earth through the spheromak magnetic structure (continuous
black line) in Run 03 (red dot) and Run 05 (blue dot). The dashed black line shows the flux-rope structure as an elliptical object
connected to the Sun. (d): sketch showing the magnetic structure of an elliptical flux-rope (continuous black line), in relation to
the Earth trajectory in the two runs. Here the dashed black line marks the spheromak structure. The actual trajectory of Earth is
consistent with that marked by the red dot.
determined as vCME = v3D − vexp = vrad. Table 4 lists the in-
put parameters used to simulate CME1 and CME2 with the cone
and spheromak models. In all five cases, as input for the coronal
model we use the GONG synoptic standard map observed on 14
June 2012 at 11:54 UT. In this case, the density ratio within the
CME bodies is approximately 0.8 with respect to the surround-
ing solar wind values, while the pressure ratio is about 3.9. An
example of simulation results from Run 05 is provided in Fig-
ure 19, which shows a snapshot on the ecliptic and meridional
planes containing the Earth, of the radial speed, scaled number
density and Bclt component of the magnetic field (see supple-
mentary material for movies of the dynamics).
CME propagation in the heliosphere. Similarly to Sec-
tion 5.2, in Figure 20 we compare height-time profiles of
the CME leading edge from simulations, to that derived from
STEREO J-maps. For this event, regardless of the CME latitude
used, the spheromak CMEs initialised using the full 3D speed
(vCME = v3D; Run 02 and 04, yellow curves) propagate faster
than the cone CME (Run 01, blue curve), while the spheromak
CMEs initialised using the reduced speed vCME = vrad (Run 03
and 05, red curves) propagate slower. The propagation of the
CME-driven shock along the Sun-Earth line is very similar be-
tween Run 01 (cone with vCME = v3D, blue curve), and Run 05
(spheromak with vCME = vrad launched on the ecliptic plane,
continuous red curve). On the other hand, in simulations where
the spheromak CME is initialised using vCME = v3D the propa-
gation is faster already very early in the simulation (i.e. Run 02,
spheromak with vCME = v3D, dashed yellow curve, and Run 04,
spheromak with vCME = v3D launched on the ecliptic plane, con-
tinuous yellow curve). The only difference between Run 01 and
Run 02 is the internal magnetic field used to initialise the CME
in the model, hence the differences in the CME propagations
in these two simulations reflect the impact of the Lorentz force
on the propagation of the CME. Run 02 and Run 03 (and simi-
larly Run 04 and Run 05) differ in the speeds used to initialise
the flux-rope CME in the model. As for Event 1, the fact that
the propagation of the CME in Run 05 is similar to the one ob-
served for Run 01 indicates that (a) the faster propagation of
Run 04 is due to the internal magnetic pressure acting within the
spheromak CME as an expansion force, and that (b) the separa-
tion between the radial and expansion speed contributions from
coronagraph observations proposed in Section 3.1 can be used as
observational proxy to assess the CME expansion in the corona.
Time-height profiles based on STEREO-A J-maps and the
SSE technique allow to estimate the propagation of the CME2
leading edge along the Sun-Earth line as if it was corresponding
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CME1 CME2
All runs Run 01 Run 02 (Run 03) Run 04 (Run 05)
CME model cone cone spheromak spheromak
Insertion time 2012-06-13T19:38 2012-06-14T16:55 2012-06-14T16:55 2012-06-14T16:55
vCME 719 km s−1 1213 km s−1 1213 km s−1 (713 km s−1) 1213 km s−1 (713 km s−1)
φ −20◦ −5◦ −5◦ −5◦
θ −35◦ −25◦ −25◦ 0◦
ω/2 26◦ 40◦ - -
r0 - - 18.0 Rs 18.0 Rs
ρ 1 · 10−18 kg m−3 1 · 10−18 kg m−3 1 · 10−18 kg m−3 1 · 10−18 kg m−3
T 0.8 · 106 K 0.8 · 106 K 0.8 · 106 K 0.8 · 106 K
H - - +1 +1
Tilt - - −120◦ −120◦
φt - - 4.0 · 1013 Wb 4.0 · 1013 Wb
Predicted ToA at Earth - 2012-06-16T23:32 2012-06-16T12:53 2012-06-16T04:02
(2012-06-17T12:32) (2012-06-17T01:32)
Table 4: CME input parameters used in the EUHFORIA simulations of the 13-14 June 2012 CMEs, and their predicted arrival times
at Earth.
to the apex of the CME. In this case, results for the time-height
profile appear similar to EUHFORIA Run 04. This is consistent
with the fact that in Run 04 the CME was launched at θ = 0◦,
so that in the simulation the CME was in fact directed along the
Sun-Earth line. As for Event 1, we notice that this observation-
based method estimates the CME arrival time to occur around
04:00 UT on 16 June, i.e. about 14 hours earlier than observed in
situ. However, CME2 was actually propagating about 25◦ away
from the Sun-Earth line, as recovered by the GCS reconstruction.
In this case, the iSSE technique is considered to provide a more
accurate approximation of the propagation of the portion of the
CME leading edge that actually propagated towards the Earth.
As visible from Figure 20, the iSSE reconstruction matches with
Run 02, when the CME was actually launched at θ = −25◦ south
of the Sun-Earth line. In this case, the CME arrival time is esti-
mated to occur around 07:00 UT on 16 June, i.e. about 12 hours
earlier than observed in situ.
According to simulations, the interaction of CME1 and
CME2 already took place before the time when the CMEs ar-
rive at Venus/VEX (see supplementary material for movies of
the dynamics), and as the interaction was limited to a region well
below the ecliptic, only CME2 was predicted to arrive at Venus.
These results are in agreement with the observational analysis
conducted by Kubicka et al. (2016). EUHFORIA Run 01 pre-
dicts the CME2 ToA to occur on 16 June 2012 at 05:03, about 9
hours and a half later than reported by Good & Forsyth (2016)
based on VEX data. All the other runs predict CME2 to arrive
even later. In detail, Run 02 and Run 04 predict CME2 to arrive
on 16 June 2012 at 01:03 and on 15 June 2012 at 17:53 respec-
tively, while Run 03 and Run 05 predict CME2 to arrive on 16
June 2012 at 16:32 and on 16 June 2012 at 07:03 respectively.
Although a complete understanding of the exact reasons for such
unsatisfactory prediction of the CME ToA at VEX (more than 9
hours off compared to in-situ observations) would require fur-
ther investigations, as discussed below we note that this result
may depend on limitations in the modelling of the CME-CME
interactions using a cone-spheromak model combination for the
two CMEs under consideration.
CME1-CME2 interactions. Run 01 and Run 05 best repro-
duce the arrival time at Earth of CME2. In contrast to Run 05, in
Run 01 the CME is launched in the direction reconstructed from
the GCS model. Looking at the global evolution of CME1 and
CME2 in that simulation, we define their interaction as marked
by the moment when the leading edge of CME2 catches up with
the leading edge of CME1. This happens on 15 June 2012 around
17:52 UT, when the leading edge of CME1 is at about 0.65 AU
from the Sun (' 140 Rs). Extrapolating the propagation of the
CME1 leading edge obtained from the J-maps tracking and the
SSE technique, we also conclude that the interaction between
CME1 and CME2 most probably occurred between ∼ 120 Rs
and ∼ 160 Rs (Figure 20). These results are approximately in
agreement with the result obtained by Srivastava et al. (2018),
who report the interaction to occur around 100 Rs based on ob-
servations of the CME leading edges in STEREO-A J-maps on
the ecliptic plane.
The fact that we modelled CME2 only as a flux-rope struc-
ture may be at the origin of the differences between the inter-
action distance found in our simulations with that reported by
Srivastava et al. (2018), while a more rigorous investigation of
the CME-CME interaction would require the modelling of both
CME1 and CME2 using a flux-rope model. A detailed study of
the CME-CME interaction with EUHFORIA will be addressed
in future studies.
EUHFORIA predictions at Earth. Figure 21 shows the re-
sults from the simulations (listed in Table 4) at Earth, compared
to in-situ measurements of the solar wind properties from the
OMNI database. CME1 is not predicted to arrive at Earth at all.
The arrival times of CME2 at Earth, for all the different runs,
are listed in Table 4. In this case, from the comparison of the
CME ToA at Earth in Run 01 and Run 02 we observe that, at
the CME flank, the impact of the magnetic pressure on the CME
propagation is about 11 hours at 1.0 AU. Launching the CME
on the ecliptic plane (Run 04), the predicted CME ToA shifts
about 9 hours earlier. Reducing the speed of the spheromak CME
(Run 05), the predicted CME ToA returns in good agreement
with observations (∼ 6 hours from the observed shock time)
as well as with the CME ToA prediction from the cone model
(Run 01, ∼ 2 hour difference in the ToA).
As for Event 1, predicted ICME magnetic field profile in
Run 05 appears to be elongated in the radial/temporal duration,
indicating that the model tends to over-estimate the radial exten-
sion of the ICME at 1 AU. The cone model (Run 01) is unable
to predict the magnetic signatures observed in association to the
MC. For this particular event, observations of the source region
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(a) Radial speed vr
(b) Scaled number density n
( r
1 AU
)2
(c) Co-latitudinal magnetic field Bclt
Fig. 19: Event 2: snapshot of the EUHFORIA Run 05 (sphero-
mak CME with reduced speed vCME = vrad, launched at θ = 0◦)
on June 16, 2012 at 21:52 UT in the heliographic equatorial
plane (left) and in the meridional plane that includes the Earth
(right).
lead to an estimation of the toroidal magnetic flux φt that is a fac-
tor 0.4 of the one used in the case of Event 1. However, OMNI
data show that the MC appears to be characterised by a very
strong B, with a peak B that is a factor 1.5 higher than the one
observed in association to Event 1. While the reason for this un-
usual behaviour is something that still needs to be clarified, from
the simulation point of view this results in an under-prediction
of the peak values of all the IMF components. In fact, while the
observed maximum B during the passage of the MC was 40 nT,
the prediction of the cone CME model (Run 01) is 5 nT (corre-
sponding to ∼ 13% of the observed maximum B), while the one
of the spheromak CME model predicting the best CME arrival
time and ICME magnetic signature (Run 05) is 10 nT (corre-
sponding to ∼ 25% of the observed maximum B). In this case
the observed minimum Bz during the passage of the MC was
−19 nT, while the minimum Bz predicted from the cone model
Fig. 20: Event 2: comparison of the observed and modelled
propagation of CME1 and CME2 in the heliosphere. The black
dashed lines mark the EUHFORIA heliospheric inner boundary
at 0.1 AU and 1.0 AU.
is negligible (∼ −1 nT), and the one of the spheromak in Run 05
is −4 nT (corresponding to 22% of the observed minimum Bz).
In this case, all the scores assessing the quality of the predic-
tion considered are significantly lower than in the case of Event
1. This is possibly due to a combination of reasons, including the
fact that the analysis of the solar, coronal, and heliospheric sig-
natures of this CME-CME interaction event were more complex
than the 12 July 2012 CME event.
Location sensitivity. Similarly to what discussed for Event 1,
the predictions above are meaningful only when discussed in re-
lation to prediction at surrounding points, i.e. at the location of
virtual spacecraft around the Earth. Figure 22 shows the EUH-
FORIA time series at Earth from Run 05, together with shaded
areas indicating the variability in the predictions at virtual space-
craft located at ±5◦ and ±10◦ in longitude and/or latitude from
Earth. Considering the range of predictions in this area around
Earth, the CME ToA spans of ±2 hours around the ToA at Earth
for the closer spacecraft (±5◦ separation from Earth), and of ±5
hours around the ToA at Earth for the outer spacecraft (±10◦
separation). The prediction for the maximum B in the MC ranges
between 10 nT and 11 nT at spacecraft located at ±5◦ from Earth,
and between 9 nT and 18 nT at spacecraft located at ±10◦. The
minimum Bz in the MC ranges between −2 nT and −11 nT at
spacecraft located at ±5◦ from Earth, and between −1 nT and
−11 nT at spacecraft located at ±10◦. In conclusion, consider-
ing the prediction at spacecraft located around the Earth at an-
gular separations within the uncertainty of the CME direction of
propagation derived from the GCS model, the best prediction ac-
counts for ∼ 45% of the maximum B measured in the MC, and
for ∼ 58% of the minimum Bz measured in the MC.
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Fig. 21: Event 2: EUHFORIA time series at Earth compared to
in-situ data from 1-min OMNI data (black). From top to bottom:
speed, number density, magnetic field strength, Bx, By, Bz com-
ponents in GSE coordinates.
Fig. 22: Event 2: EUHFORIA time series from Run 05 at Earth,
compared to in-situ data from 1-min OMNI data (black). The
dark red and light red shaded areas show the maximum varia-
tion of EUHFORIA predictions at positions separated by 5◦ and
10◦ in longitude and/or latitude from Earth. From top to bottom:
speed, number density, magnetic field strength, Bx, By, Bz com-
ponents in GSE coordinates.
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6. Discussion and summary
In this work we have studied two Earth-directed CME events
using the EUHFORIA helispheric model. Our main aim was as-
sessing the capabilities of the new spheromak CME model in
predicting the ICME magnetic properties at Earth, when ini-
tialised using CME parameters derived directly from remote-
sensing observations. In Section 2 we presented the cone and
spheromak CME models currently implemented in EUHFORIA,
and discussed their differences in terms of the dominating forces
acting on the CMEs in the MHD description. In Section 3 we
presented in detail the approaches used to derive the input pa-
rameters from remote-sensing observations of the CMEs and
their source regions, and in Section 4 we discussed the applica-
tion of those methods to two case study CME events, one occur-
ring on 12 July 2012 (Event 1) and one on 14 June 2012 (Event
2). In Section 5 we presented the results of the simulations of
the CME events above, discussing their propagation and arrival
at Earth and comparing simulation results with remote-sensing
and in-situ observations.
For each event, we simulated the CMEs using both the cone
model and the spheromak model. Our analysis indicates that the
use of a spheromak model initialised with observations-based
CME input parameters significantly improves the prediction of
the ICME internal magnetic field intensity and orientation at
Earth. These results also make us expect a net improvement in
the prediction of the CME geo-effectiveness in terms of impact
on the terrestrial environment. The prediction of the CME arrival
time at Earth was found to be highly dependent on the CME
model and CME input parameters used, and a detailed investi-
gation of the forces acting on the CMEs was needed in order to
understand its dependence on the CME initialisation. The key
findings of this work can be summarised as follows.
1. The determination of the CME parameters at 0.1 AU from
remote-sensing observations is an extremely challenging is-
sue. It can be performed only in the case of well-observed
events, and even in such cases it still needs to be comple-
mented by a number of assumptions and approximations. Be-
ing aware of such limitations, we performed this first analysis
for two CMEs that were observed by the full constellation of
spacecraft monitoring the Sun and its atmosphere from dif-
ferent view points on the ecliptic plane. We focused on rel-
atively simple CME events, characterised by almost no rota-
tion/deflection in their magnetic structure after the eruption,
so that their evolution from the eruption site up to 0.1 AU
could be considered approximately radial and self-similar.
Both events were also observed as clear MC signatures at
L1, making the comparison with simulation outputs easier
as magnetic field rotations were smooth and easy to identify.
2. In Section 3.1 (see Appendix A for the full calculations) we
have proposed a new observational method, based on GCS
fitting outputs, to separate the radial and expansion speeds of
CMEs. Testing this method against empirical relations in lit-
erature, we observed that single-spacecraft observations and
multi-spacecraft observations provide quite different estima-
tions of the CME expansion and radial speeds. On one side,
the geometrical approach based on multi-spacecraft obser-
vations is based on 3D geometrical relations, and hence it
is in principle more consistent with the geometry used in
the coronagraphic reconstruction of the CMEs and in helio-
spheric simulations. On the other hand, it can only be applied
to CME events that were observed from more than one view
point, and it has not been tested yet on a large set of events,
as it is the case of the empirical relations considered here. Al-
though additional testing would be needed in order to assess
the performance of this approach in the case of a statistical
set of CME events, in our opinion the geometrical approach
has two major additional values compared to the empirical
ones: (1) it allows to go beyond empirical relations that may
work on large sets of event but may fail in single cases, and
(2) it allows to quantify the contribution of the expansion and
radial speeds for any CME, and not only to those there were
observed as full halos.
3. As presented and discussed in Section 5, the separation of
the radial and expansion speeds is critical in order to model
the propagation of spheromak CMEs in the heliosphere and
to predict their arrival time at Earth. In fact, the simula-
tion results show that spheromak CMEs propagate signifi-
cantly faster than cone CMEs when initialised with the same
kinematic parameters. For both case studies we have shown
that those differences in the propagation can be mitigated
by initialising spheromak CMEs at 0.1 AU using a reduced
speed (vrad) that considers only the translational motion of
the CME center of mass, instead of the combination of the
translational and of the expansion motion of the CME apex
(vrad + vexp). Based on further analysis of the simulation out-
puts, we interpreted these differences as the result of the dif-
ferent Lorentz force acting on cone and spheromak CMEs
(particularly at the CME-solar wind interface due to mag-
netic pressure gradients), which in turn leads to different
CME expansions in the heliosphere.
4. Considering predictions of the peak ICME magnetic field pa-
rameters at Earth, results for these first case studies shown
that using the spheromak CME model improves the predic-
tions of B (Bz) at Earth up to 60 (40) percentage points for
Event 1, and 12 (22) percentage points for Event 2, compared
to the cone model. At the same time, the model predictions
appear to be sensitive to the exact position sampled in the
heliosphere. Considering virtual spacecraft separated by 5◦
and 10◦ in longitude/latitude from Earth, B (Bz) predictions
improved significantly, reaching up to 70% (78%) of the ob-
served peak value for Event 1, and 45% (58%) for Event 2.
This provides an indication of the spatial variability of the
predictions at 1 AU. As such separations are consistent with
the typical uncertainties in the reconstruction of the CME
direction of propagation from the GCS model, in the case
of a background solar wind that is uniform at angles up to
10◦ around the Sun-Earth line, results obtained from virtual
spacecraft around Earth can also be used as efficient alterna-
tive to otherwise time-consuming ensemble simulations of
CMEs performed varying the CME direction of propagation.
5. In both events, the predicted magnetic field time series show
very extended MC radial/temporal signatures, suggesting
that the spheromak model tends to over-estimate the radial
size of the CME at 1 AU, not fully accounting for global
shape deformation effects such as pancaking. This was also
visible in the time delay of the magnetic field peaks com-
pared to observations. Extending the current CME model
to include the possibility to introduce ellipsoidal spheromak
CMEs could mitigate this effect, and is something that will
have to be quantified in future work.
6. Event 1 (12 July 2012 CME) represents a well-understood
CME event in terms of its solar, coronal, and heliospheric
evolution, and it was associated with a successful prediction
of the ICME magnetic properties using the spheromak CME
model. Event 2 (14 June 2012 CME) on the other hand turned
out to be a more complicated event than expected. In fact,
it appeared to be a single non-interacting CME event con-
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sidering its evolution along the Sun-Earth line (including its
in-situ signature characterised by a nicely-rotating magnetic
field structure), but it was actually associated with a CME-
CME interaction occurring between the main CME and a
previous CME that erupted from the same AR on 13 June
2012. The analysis and modelling of this event was per se
already more complicated than that of Event 1. Moreover,
Event 2 also provided an example of the limitations of the
spheromak CME model in reproducing the global shape of
flux-rope structures in the heliosphere. In fact, simulations
of CME2 using the latitude and half width derived from the
GCS reconstruction predicted the CME to propagate almost
completely south of the ecliptic, so that almost no magnetic
field signatures associated to the ICME were predicted at
Earth (Run 02 and 03, Figure 18). On the other hand, in-
situ observations of the event show magnetic signatures com-
patible with an almost-central crossing of Earth through the
flux-rope structure. In Section 5.3, we have shown that a
way to cope with such limitations and have a correct predic-
tion of the magnetic fields rotations observed at Earth is that
of launching the spheromak CME directly on the equatorial
plane (Run 04 & 05, Figure 21).
In conclusion, in this work we focused on Earth-directed
CME events that were associated with clear MC signatures at
Earth, with the aim of benchmarking the current EUHFORIA
prediction capabilities in the case of well-observed CME events.
Initial results indicate significant improvements in the predic-
tions of the ICME magnetic field structures at Earth when using a
more realistic spheromak CME model compared to a traditional
cone CME model. However, most CME events are more com-
plex than the case studies presented in this work, either due to
their interaction with other structures in the solar wind - includ-
ing other CMEs, or due to the limited observations available.
This particularly will become a critical issue in the next years
as observations from the STEREO spacecraft will reduce as the
mission goes towards its end, eventually preventing 3D recon-
struction of CME events until the launch of new missions. There-
fore, several efforts to assess the predictive capabilities of the
EUHFORIA model in more complex scenarios are also needed.
In particular, a detailed analysis of the EUHFORIA capabilities
in modelling CME-CME interactions will be addressed in future
studies. On the observational side, an important issue regards
the quantification of the uncertainties associated to the CME in-
put parameters determined from observations. Finally, we stress
the fact that in this work we focused on the modelling of the
CME propagation in the heliosphere, and on the predictions of
the CME arrival time and its magnetic signatures at Earth. How-
ever, ultimate predictions of the CME geo-effectiveness intrinsi-
cally imply the need to go beyond predictions of the solar wind
and ICME properties at L1. In this regard, a detailed analysis of
the predicted CME impacts on the magnetospheric-ionospheric-
ring current systems in terms of induced geomagnetic activity
will be addressed in a companion paper.
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Appendix A: Derivation of vrad and vexp from the
Graduated Cylindrical Shell model
Using the same notation as Thernisien (2011), the heliocentric
distance of the CME front at its apex, h f ront, is defined as
h f ront = OH =
b + ρ
1 − κ =
b + ρ
1 − κ2 (1 + κ), (A.1)
and
OH = OC1 + R(β = pi/2), (A.2)
where b = OB and ρ = BD. From geometrical considerations,
the total speed of the CME apex v3D is related to the variation
over time of the parameter h f ront, while the expansion speed vexp
is related to the variation in time of R(β = pi/2), and the radial
speed vrad is related to that of OC1. Therefore, the radial and
expansion speed can be calculated based on the standard GCS
output parameters as:{
vrad = dOC1dt
vexp =
dR(β=pi/2)
dt .
(A.3)
The heliocentric distance of the apex centre, OC1, and the cross
section radius of the apex, R(β = pi/2), are in turn related to the
leading edge height h f ront by the following relations (Thernisien
2011):OC1 = b+ρ1−κ2 = 11+κ h f rontR(β = pi/2) = b+ρ1−κ2 κ = κ1+κ h f ront. (A.4)
so that OC1 +R(β = pi/2) = OH (as shown in Figure 1). Combin-
ing these results and remembering that all the GCS parameters
are in principle time-dependent, one obtains
vrad =
d
dt
(
h f ront
1 + κ
)
=
1
1 + κ
dh f ront
dt
− h f ront 1(1 + κ)2
dκ
dt
, (A.5)
and
vexp =
d
dt
(
κ
1 + κ
h f ront
)
=
=
κ
1 + κ
dh f ront
dt
+ h f ront
(
1
1 + κ
− κ
(1 + κ)2
)
dκ
dt
. (A.6)
For CMEs where κ can be kept fixed in time, the above equations
simplify to
vrad =
1
1 + κ
dh f ront
dt
, (A.7)
and
vexp =
κ
1 + κ
dh f ront
dt
. (A.8)
Appendix B: From φp to spheromak parameters
The linear force-free spheromak solution is (Chandrasekhar &
Kendall 1957; Shiota & Kataoka 2016; Verbeke et al. 2019):
Br = 2B0
J1(αr)
αr cos θ
Bθ = − B0αr (J1(αr) + αr J′1(αr)) sin θ
Bφ = B0 J1(αr) sin θ,
(B.1)
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where x01 = αr0 = 4.4934 (1st zero of J1) and r0 is the sphero-
mak radius. The poloidal magnetic flux (function of r) can be
calculated as
φp(r) =
"
Brr2 sin θ dθ dφ =
=
2B0
αr
r2J1(αr)
∫ pi/2
0
cos θ sin θ dθ
∫ 2pi
0
dφ =
=
2piB0
α
J1(αr) r. (B.2)
To compute the actual poloidal magnetic flux value, one needs
first to determine at which distance r∗ from the center of the
spheromak, on the plane θ = pi/2, the magnetic field becomes
completely axial (Br = 0, Bθ = 0). This distance can be calcu-
lated as:
Bθ = −B0
αr
(J1(αr) + αr J′1(αr)) sin θ = 0
J1(αr) + αr J′1(αr) = 0
sin x − x cos x + 2x2 cos x + x(x2 − 2) sin x
x2
= 0, (B.3)
for x = αr and 0 ≤ x ≤ x01. The only acceptable solution to
Equation B.3 is x∗ = αr∗ = 2.4048, corresponding to (r∗/r0) =
2.4048/x01 = 0.5352. The actual poloidal magnetic flux can then
be calculated as
φp(r∗) =
2piB0
α
J1(αr∗) r∗ =
=
2piB0
α
r∗
sin(αr∗) − αr∗ cos(αr∗)
(αr∗)2
=
=
2piB0
α3
1
r∗
(
sin(αr∗) − αr∗ cos(αr∗)
)
. (B.4)
Inverting Equation B.4, knowing the poloidal magnetic flux from
observations, the axial magnetic field can then be calculated as
B0 =
α3
2pi
φp(r∗) r∗(
sin(αr∗) − αr∗ cos(αr∗)
) . (B.5)
The toroidal magnetic flux can then be derived as
φt =
"
Bφr dr dθ =
=
∫ r0
0
r dr
∫ pi
0
Bφ dθ =
=
∫ r0
0
r dr
∫ pi
0
[B0 J1(αr) sin θ] dθ =
=
2B0
α2
(
− sin x01 +
∫ x01
0
sin x
x
dx
)
,
hence
φt =
2B0
α2
(
− sin x01 +
∫ x01
0
sin x
x
dx
)
. (B.6)
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